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ABSTRACT 
Brain-computer interface (BCI) technology has seen tremendous growth 
over the past several decades, with numerous groundbreaking research studies 
demonstrating technical viability (Sellers et al., 2010; Silvoni et al., 2011). Despite 
this progress, BCis have remained primarily in controlled laboratory settings. This 
dissertation proffers a blueprint for translating research-grade BCI systems into 
real-world applications that are noninvasive and fully portable, and that employ 
intelligent user interfaces for communication. The proposed architecture is 
designed to be used by severely motor-impaired individuals, such as those with 
locked-in syndrome, while reducing the effort and cognitive load needed to 
communicate. Such a system requires the merging of two primary research fields: 
1) electroencephalography (EEG)-based BCis and 2) intelligent user interface 
design. 
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The EEG-based BCI portion of this dissertation provides a history of the 
field, details of our software and hardware implementation, and results from an 
experimental study aimed at verifying the utility of a BCI based on the steady-state 
visual evoked potential (SSVEP), a robust brain response to visual stimulation at 
controlled frequencies. The visual stimulation, feature extraction, and classification 
algorithms for the BCI were specially designed to achieve successful real-time 
performance on a laptop computer. Also, the BCI was developed in Python, an 
open-source programming language that combines programming ease with 
effective handling of hardware and software requirements. The result of this work 
was The Unlock Project app software for BCI development. Using it, a four-choice 
SSVEP BCI setup was implemented and tested with five severely motor-impaired 
and fourteen control participants. The system showed a wide range of usability 
across participants, with classification rates ranging from 25-95%. 
The second portion of the dissertation discusses the viability of intelligent 
user interface design as a method for obtaining a more user-focused vocal output 
communication aid tailored to motor-impaired individuals. A proposed blueprint of 
this communication "app" was developed in this dissertation. It would make use of 
readily available laptop sensors to perform facial recognition, speech-to-text 
decoding, and geo-location. The ultimate goal is to couple sensor information with 
natural language processing to construct an intelligent user interface that shapes 
communication in a practical SSVEP-based BCI. 
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1 Introduction 
The primary goal of this dissertation is to develop a practical brain-computer 
interface (BCI) that can help restore communication to severely motor-impaired 
individuals. In the book and subsequent film, The Diving Bell and the Butterfly, 
journalist Jean-Dominique Bauby suffered a stroke while driving his car one day. 
After 20 days in a coma, he woke up and was unable to move his limbs or mouth -
Jean-Dominique was "locked-in". Despite being able to communicate with his 
mouth, Jean-Dominique was fully cognitively aware and able to answer yesjno 
questions using only eye blinks. In fact, it was this blinking form of communication 
that Jean-Dominique used to write his book, describing his struggles as someone 
with locked-in syndrome. 
What if individuals like Mr. Bauby were able to communicate with fr iends, 
loved ones, and caregivers in a faster and more efficient manner? The technological 
advances in this dissertation were designed to address this difficult transition of 
moving BCI research from the lab to the home. The result of this dissertation 
research was a fully portable and noninvasive BCI based on user needs in practical 
use environments. In order to build such a BCI system, two primary research fields 
needed to be investigated and merged - electroencephalography (EEG)-based BCis 
and context-aware computing. 
2 
1.1 EEG-based BCis 
The BCI realm can be broken down into two larger categories - invasive and 
noninvasive. Invasive BCis have the advantage of penetrating the skull and either 
resting on the gray matter of the brain or within the cortex itself. This close 
proximity to neural activity gives a sharper, more accurate representation of 
cortical activity in various brain regions, yet has the disadvantage of requiring 
surgery. Noninvasive recording techniques such as EEG, on the other hand, can 
record neural electrical activity that escapes the skull by placing electrodes over 
the scalp. EEG equipment has gotten progressively cheaper and more portable over 
the past century, making EEG a perfect tool for testing BCis. 
Of the numerous BCI paradigms that currently exist, systems based on the 
steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) have experienced significant advances 
leading to fast information transfer rates and high classification accuracies (Zhu et 
al. 2010; Miiller-Putz et al. 2005; Wang, Wang, and Jung 2010; Bin et al. 2011). 
These BCis are based on prior psychophysical and evoked potential studies of 
visual cortex in response to steady, driving visual stimuli (Guger, Edlinger, and 
Krausz 2011; Strasburger, Murray, and Remky 1993; Pollen 1999). 
This SSVEP-based BCI research was used as the foundation for building the 
BCI system discussed in this dissertation. Rather than build new mathematical 
methods for SSVEP BCis, the focus here was to create a BCI system that could be 
used in the home for everyday use by a severely motor-impaired individual. The 
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Unlock Project, an endeavor created at Boston University to give full BCI "app" 
systems to profoundly paralyzed users, was formed in order to create such a 
system. The result of this effort is a fully portable laptop BCI using a wireless EEG 
cap and a new Python application programming interface built specifically for quick 
and open-source BCI "app" development. 
An experimental study was conducted after finalizing both hardware and 
software components of the non-invasive, mobile BCI system. The purpose of the 
study was two-fold, 1) to validate technical capabilities of the BCI system and 2) to 
assess user performance, both healthy and impaired. Since the target user for such 
a system would be a severely motor-impaired individual, the system experiment 
was tested on five paralyzed participants with fourteen control participants for 
comparison purposes. Control participants showed classification accuracies for the 
four-direction SSVEP BCI task in the range of 50-95%, whereas individuals with 
speech-motor impairments performed anywhere from 10-80% per run. Results 
from this experiment are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2. 
1.2 Context-aware computing 
In order to create a BCI that could potentially be used in everyday life, SSVEP BCI 
systems need to move beyond bit-rates and take into account the user and his or 
her needs. For this reason, research from human-computer interaction, intelligent 
user interfacing, context-aware computing, and augmentative and alternative 
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communication were used to shape the model design of a context-aware brain 
computer communication device called ContextSpeak (see Chapter 5). 
Context-aware computing is a new field of study that takes sensor inputs 
from a device in order to adapt according to a current location, who's around you, 
who's talking to you, what you've done in the past using that device, and how 
you've used it in a particular context (Schilit, Adams, and Want 1994 ). The notion of 
situated cognition is something that our brain does subconsciously thousands of 
times a day, yet only recently have computational devices such as laptops or tablets 
been equipped with the processing power andjor sensors to consider multimodal 
fusion possibilities. 
In this dissertation, current voice output communication aids (VOCAs) are 
discussed for populations that are unable to communicate normally; this includes 
individuals with locked-in syndrome, ALS, or other severe motor impairments. A 
theoretical intelligent user interface model and GUI for future development of a 
communication device was built based on VOCA principles. Building such a system 
will require the fusion of sensor data such as GPS location, time of day, built-in 
camera for facial recognition, and audio input for speech-to-text translation with 
natural language processing algorithm outputs in a novel way. 
1.3 Organization of dissertation 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized into four chapters. Chapter 2 
gives a broad overview of the brain-computer interface field, covering both invasive 
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and noninvasive recording methodologies. This chapter also goes into detail on the 
various EEG-based BCI paradigms that currently exist along with the hardware and 
software necessary to create such systems. Chapter 3 will discuss solely steady-
state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) BCis. This review includes a brief history of 
SSVEP BCis, the neurobiology of SSVEPs, stimulus variation considerations, analysis 
methods and current models in the field. Chapter 4 details the methods and results 
of the four-choice SSVEP BCI system developed for purposes of this dissertation 
and the Unlock Project as a whole. Comparisons between control and severe speech 
and motor impaired groups are discussed along with limitations of this particular 
SSVEP BCI with respects to in-home use by paralyzed individuals. Chapter 5 
discusses the need to move beyond bit-rates for practical BCI systems by taking 
into account user needs for a communication device. In order to create efficient and 
fast communication for severely motor-impaired individuals, the notion of context-
aware computing and intelligent user interfacing is discussed with relation to 
laptop sensor input and natural language processing algorithms .. Finally, Chapter 6 
concludes the dissertation with a summary of results and findings across the 
various topics discussed in the prior chapters, and suggests future steps for 
building a practical context-aware BCI. 
2 Brain-Computer Interfaces 
2.1 Introduction to BCis 
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A search for "brain-computer interface" (BCI) or "brain-machine interface" (BMI) 
papers from 1980 to 2000 renders 42 results during a PubMed search, whereas 
from 2000 to 2012 this number increases dramatically- from a mere 42 academic 
papers written on the topic to an astounding 1310 papers. The ability to translate 
neural activity into behavioral action has occupied the pages of science fiction for 
generations, yet only recently have these technological capabilities started to catch 
up with human creativity. Although commercial BCis in their current form are 
confined to novelty gaming add-ons for healthy users, options for the severely 
motor-impaired are far-reaching, spanning from control of a clickable mouse cursor 
on a screen to spelling sentences for speech synthesizer output to navigating a 
wheelchair (Sutter 1992; S. Kim et al. 2007; Wolpaw et al. 2002; Birbaumer 2006; 
Vanacker et al. 2007). 
The main factors that have allowed these BCis to be constructed include 
faster, more powerful computers, a better understanding of both the neurobiology 
and psychophysics of brain function, and a better understanding of what 
applications would be useful for individuals who benefit most from BCI 
advancements (Sutter 1992; Kubler and Muller 2007). Another variable accounting 
for the increase in BCI research has been the number of viable paradigms that 
researchers have developed in the past few decades for extracting reliable signals 
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from the brain for BCI control. Oscillations and evoked or event-related potentials 
such as the P300, sensorimotor rhythm (SMR), and steady-state visual evoked 
potential (SSVEP) have been explored in numerous variations in order to increase 
classification rates, bit rates, and user speed. Now that affordable and portable 
computing power for neurofeedback is readily available, learning is also a factor 
contributing to BCI control. The interaction between man and machine allows for 
adaptation of both decoders and the user's brain, hopefully increasing performance 
by the BCI user over time. 
This chapter begins by looking at the BCI field from a bird's eye view, 
discussing the primary bifurcation of invasive versus noninvasive research 
paradigms. Next, the focus will be honed down to solely EEG-based BCI methods 
and paradigms, followed by an overview of EEG-based BCI hardware and software. 
Lastly, this chapter will end with discussion of The Unlock Project - an ongoing 
effort begun here at Boston University to give full-functioning BCI systems to 
severely motor-impaired individuals. 
In the BCI literature there are two broad fields of research, invasive and 
noninvasive recordings/acquisition, both attempting to progress a number of 
different interfaces. These BCI outputs include functions such as mobile robot 
control, robotic arm control for missing limbs, and restored speech communication. 
In order to get a full scope of the field, both invasive and noninvasive 
methods/paradigms will be discussed briefly, with emphasis placed on speech 
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communication BCis in particular since that research area is the primary focus of 
this dissertation. 
2.2 BCI Recording Types 
2.2.1 Invasive 
BCis can record neural activity one of two ways: 1) either noninvasively from the 
scalp or 2) invasively by recording from inside the skull or the cortex. Both BCI 
acquisition methods have advantages and disadvantages, so matching the desired 
behavioral output with the BCI user and their needs will determine whether or not 
an invasive BCI is the best option. Within the realm of invasive signal acquisition 
types, there are several categories of neurobiological recording technologies 
available for human use, as described in a recent review brain-computer interfaces 
for speech communication (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Brumberg et al. 2010) . 
UtayArray 
The Utah Array is a wired, percutaneous intracortical electrode array that records 
from small neuron populations within gray matter (Hendry and Reid 2000; 
Maynard, Nordhausen, and Normann 1997). Such arrays have been used primarily 
for simulated arm reaching in humans (Vialatte et al. 2010; Chadwick et al. 2011). 
Single unit rate measures are a reliable method for population coding, a technique 
whereby a population vector for a group of neurons within motor regions of 
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humans and primates can be attributed a certain direction of movement (Regan 
1966; Georgopoulos, Schwartz, and Kettner 1986). 
Neurotrophic Electrode 
The Neurotrophic Electrode is a wireless, transcutaneous intracortical electrode 
system. Unlike the Utah array, which consists of a grid of electrodes, the 
Neurotrophic Electrode is a small glass cone attached to several gold wires, 
allowing axons to grow into the cone for electrical recording. This system has been 
successfully used in a BMI for restoring communication via real-time speech 
synthesis by implanting the cone in precentral gyrus, more specifically the ventral 
primary motor cortex known to be the speech articular region of the brain, of an 
individual with locked-in syndrome (Morgan, Hansen, and Hillyard 1996; Guenther 
et al. 2009). 
Electrocorticogram (ECoG) 
Another promising invasive BCI option being heavily researched today involves 
ECoG, a method by which a surgeon performs a craniotomy in order to open a 
segment of the skull, exposing the brain surface so that a grid of up to 64 scalp 
electrodes can surgically implanted (temporarily) on the cortical surface (Clark and 
Hillyard 1996; Wennberg et al. 1998; Voytek et al. 2009). ECoG surgeries are often 
performed on patients in order to localize epileptogenic zones, i.e. cortical areas 
that are known to be the origin of epileptic seizures. While the ECoG electrodes are 
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on the patient's cortex, motor tasks are also sometimes performed in order to gain 
further insight into invasive BCI control options. These ECoG studies have shown 
discrimination of individual finger movements (Srinivasan, Bibi, and Nunez 2006; 
Miller et al. 2009) and even classification of a small set of spoken words (Slotnick et 
al. 1999; Kellis et al. 2010). 
Both Utah Array and Neurotrophic Electrode BCis have the advantage of 
acquiring more refined neural responses than electrodes that are not inserted into 
the cortex, which can be especially important for discrimination between more 
precise motor control neural signatures, or complex speech/communication 
representations. The primary disadvantages to these intracortical methods, 
however, are twofold: 1) implants can damage cells in the region and produce 
problematic tissue reactions to introduction of a foreign object (Turner et al. 1999) 
diminishing viable signal over time, and 2) single-unit recording may be too 
localized for reproduction of cognitive or behavioral tasks. In other words, activity 
from one neuron may not provide enough information to encode complex 
movements (e.g. arm or face movements). For this reason, ECoG has become a 
popular method for acquiring/recording neural signals that reflect the electrical 
activity of synchronously firing pyramidal cells at a finer spatial resolution than 
electroencephalography (EEG), yet not so fine that only single neuron spikes are 
detected. A downside of ECoG recording is the lack of precise neural information. It 
is also still unknown how long an actual BCI user with an ECoG electrode grid array 
could successfully keep such a system implanted on the cortical surface. 
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2.2.2 Noninvasive 
EEG 
Of all the BCI technology available for recording neural activity to date, the oldest, 
and still the most popular, recording method is EEG. As opposed to the invasive 
methods mentioned earlier, noninvasive recording (EEG in particular) is far easier 
to get up and running because no surgery is necessary, the cost of setting up an EEG 
system is relatively low, and researchers can quickly obtain precise temporal data 
for real-time signal acquisition. All of these, among other reasons, make EEG a 
palatable option for BCI researchers that require a feasible method for running BCI 
tasks with real-time neurofeedback on human participants. In fact, the idea of 
reading mental thoughts by observing EEG changes when a subject shifted their 
attention was noted in the first EEG studies done by Hans Berger. He recorded the 
first human electroencephalograms in 1924, coining the term EEG for that matter, 
and published his once-controversial findings later in 1929 (Zhu et al. 2010; Haas 
2003). 
The EEG signal derives from the summated postsynaptic potentials of 
millions of pyramidal neurons in the cortex. These neural firings are often observed 
as different oscillations picked up within the EEG signal. Traditionally, oscillations 
have been grouped into several frequency bands, including: delta (0 - 4 Hz), theta 
(5 - 7 Hz), alpha (8 - 12 Hz), beta (13 - 30 Hz), and gamma (36 Hz - 46 Hz) 
(Davidson, Jackson, and Larson 2000). The gamma range, however, is being 
modified to include "high gamma" frequencies that are often not seen in EEG 
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signals but have been discussed recently in the ECoG literature (Ray et al. 2008). 
The ability to extract precise temporal signals and detect frequency bands from 
EEG makes it a useful tool for BCI researchers. EEG's primary disadvantage is low 
spatial resolution, which is a result of the amassed electrical signal that passes 
through the brain, dura, cerebrospinal fluid, skull and finally scalp. With that said, 
there are numerous methods, such as the frequently used Laplacian of Gaussian 
function, for obtaining better estimates of the cortical surface potential (Srinivasan 
1999). 
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 
MEG measures the brain's magnetic activity and is known to provide far better 
spatial resolution than EEG while adding the benefit of excellent temporal 
resolution. More specifically, synchronized neural currents induce weak magnetic 
fields that can be picked up by arrays of superconducting quantum interference 
devices making up the MEG signal. Due to the orientation of the magnetic field 
produced from the electrical current, MEG signal is perpendicular to the cortical 
surface, i.e. largely in the sulci, whereas EEG signal tends to stem from cortical gyri. 
In the past decade several research groups have explored the use of MEG 
signals for predicting two-dimensional cursor movement using a similar drawing 
task scenario as described in the EEG-based BCI literature (Moratti et al. 2007; 
McFarland et al. 1997; Wolpaw, McFarland, and Vaughan 2000; Georgopoulos et al. 
2005). This study by Georgopoulos et al. did not involve imagined movements, but 
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rather controlled arm movement of a grasped X-Y plane joystick. Lack of imagined 
motor movements aside, high correlation coefficients between actual and predicted 
trajectories were reported. This study showed for the first time that MEG signals 
could be used for real-time, single trial prediction of drawing movement 
trajectories. The drawback of MEG for BCI use is primarily the machine size and 
cost, making it untenable for practical use. 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging {[MRI) 
fMRI, an imaging procedure measuring brain activity by detecting changes in blood 
flow, has been a cornerstone of cognitive neuroscience research for the past several 
decades. Changes in the magnetic resonance due to neuronal activity are called the 
hemodynamic response; further, when a certain brain region is especially active, 
blood flow to that area increases as well. Variation in blood oxygen dependent 
contrast, or BOLD signal, is often investigated as being correlated with change in 
neural activity. Since the replenishment of deoxygenated blood can take up to a few 
seconds, fMRI's temporal resolution is low but its spatial resolution can be very 
precise with current scanner technology. The fMRI paradigm mentioned here has 
been used to investigate everything from empathy (Vollm et al. 2006) to 
consciousness (Morgan, Hansen, and Hillyard 1996; Morgan, Hansen, and Hillyard 
1996; Boly et al. 2008). 
fMRI is now used as another BCI tool for neuroscientific research and 
treatment (Sitaram et al. 2007). The goal of the Sitaram study was to look for 
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abnormal activity in certain brain regions (given an individual's chronic condition), 
then use an fMRI BCI to modify local neural activity for patient-based 
psychophysiological treatment. For this particular experiment, the user's task is to 
self-regulate their BOLD response which is displayed as the feedback display on the 
video projection. By regulating one's BOLD signal, the participant's goal is to move 
an animated fish toward a small ' food item. With time, say the authors, the patient 
should be able to engage neural plasticity in the affected regions as a means of 
stroke rehabilitation, treatment of chronic pain, social phobias, or even emotional 
disorders. Unfortunately, fMRI BCis suffer from the same drawbacks as MEG. 
Prohibitive costs and size make them solely research endeavors meant to further 
understanding of neural processes. 
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy [JNIRS) 
Lastly, fNIRS is an increasingly popular noninvasive BCI choice due to ease of cap 
preparation; this is relative to EEG cap preparation that often requires abrasion of 
the scalp and gelling individual electrodes. fNIRS relies upon the near-infrared 
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that consists of the wavelength range of 
780-2526 nm. A NIR spectrometer is composed of a light source, a monochromater, 
a sample holder, and a detector necessary for transmission and reflection 
measurement (Reich 2005). NIR light is able to penetrate the human skull into the 
cortex allowing it to pick up changes in oxygenation associated with neural activity 
via the absorption and scattering of NIR photons. Thus, fNIRS measures the optical 
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changes at specific wavelengths within the NIR band. There is a slow response (5-
Ss) and a fast (ms) fNIRS response with the latter possibly corresponding to the 
EEG evoked potential; hence it is known as the Event Related Optical Signal. 
One of the first fNIRS BCI studies looked at the slower vascular NIR response 
since it can be monitored as a real-time motor imagery BCI. Participants were 
asked to imagine clenching a ball with the hand, and given feedback on the screen 
with a shrinking or growing circle in response to changing hemoglobin levels. The 
NIRS optode ("optic electrode") was placed over the 10-20 International EEG 
electrode placement system (see Figure 2-1) equivalent of C3, an area located over 
the left hemisphere's primary motor cortex. Offline data analysis resulted in a 
classification accuracy of 75%, which is similar to accuracies seen in sensorimotor 
rhythm experiments (Coyle et al. 2004). The primary disadvantage with fNIRS as a 
BCI is the relatively low spatial and temporal resolution, yet its ease of preparation 
makes it a potentially viable practical BCI option. 
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INION 
Figure 2-1. Electrode names and locations in the 10-20 International EEG 
system. 
A comparison of all four noninvasive methods is shown below in Table 2-1. 
Each of these four methods has their advantages and disadvantages, yet in the long 
run EEG continues to be the best choice for BCI use thanks to its relatively low costs 
and portability. fNIRS is also extremely portable and easy to use but suffers from 
low temporal and spatial resolution. Both fMRI and MEG show promising results 
however both of these methods can only be used in a research setting due to the 
very high costs and large scanners needed. 
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Method Advantages Disadvantages System Temporal Spatial Cost Resolution Resolution 
High temporal 
resolution; Low spatial 
relatively low 
resolution; 
EEG startup costs; susceptible to -$10K 1ms -1cm quick 
artifacts; need to preparation gel electrodes 
time; 
portability 
High temporal Untenable for in-home use; non-MEG and spatial portable; -$2M 1ms -1mm 
resolution 
expensive 
Untenable for in-
High spatial home use; fMRI expensive; low -$2-3M 1s <1mm 
resolution temporal 
resolution 
Ease of use; Low 
fNIRS portability; spatial/temporal -$30K 10ms -3cm 
extended cap 
resolution 
use time 
Table 2-1. Comparison of noninvasive BCI recording methods. See (Dieters 
et al. 2011) for a pricing assessment based on fNIRS. 
2.3 BCI Paradigms 
One question often raised during BCI demos and in news articles is: "Can your EEG 
cap read my mind?" Despite the hopeful intrigue of science fiction promises over 
the past century, our limited ability to extract detailed meaning from the spatially 
crude neural activity estimates picked by EEG in order to translate this signal back 
into behavior has narrowed the possibilities to a few BCI paradigms. This 
dissertation will discuss three categories of state-of-the-art EEG-based BCis - P300 
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or evoked potential methods, motor imagery, and SSVEP - as shown in Table 2 
(Birbaumer and Cohen 2007). 
The ?300 response 
The P300 response is the most common type of event-related potential used with 
BCis. This paradigm uses positive amplitude event-related potentials occurring 
around 300ms after presentation of an infrequent "target" stimulus to identify 
attended stimuli (Sellers et al. 2006; Krusienski et al. 2008). In one paradigm, users 
attend to grid locations that yield a P300, or "oddball", response when flashed. The 
most recent P300 research has exhibited bit rates upwards of 42.1 bits/min (Fazel-
Rezai et al. 2012). One positive aspect of the P300 paradigm is that it requires little 
training to achieve effective BCI use, yet the low bit rates are problematic. It is also 
unknown whether or not the P300 response attenuates over prolonged use, or if 
P300 Spellers depend on eye gaze (P. Brunner et al. 2010). These are issues that 
concern not only P300 BCI paradigms, but also others such as the SSVEP approach. 
Motor imagery 
Motor imagery is a paradigm whereby a subject imagines limb movements in order 
to control a cursor moving on a computer screen. Combinations of hand, arm and 
foot motor imagery are often used for two-dimensional control (Vaughan et al. 
2006; Wolpaw and McFarland 2004). This BCI approach has numerous advantages 
to P300 or SSVEP paradigms - the primary one being the lack of visual stimulus 
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display. Imagining a limb movement eliminates the need for screen display 
optimization or flashing unpleasant stimuli at the user for extended lengths of time. 
Another advantage is that motor imagery is more easily formulated as a continuous 
BCI method as opposed to a discrete classification system, allowing the user to 
potentially control a cursor in two dimensions on a screen - or even three-
dimensions (Royer et al. 2010). 
Overall, mean classification accuracies for recent two-dimensional 
continuous movement motor imagery studies hover around 75% (Zhang, Li, and 
Deng 2010; Neuper et al. 2009). It has been shown, however, that this accuracy can 
start low and increase dramatically when the user receives neurofeedback as to 
how well they are doing at controlling the BCI (Birbaumer 2006). One promising 
advance in increased motor imagery classification rates investigates the causal 
influence of gamma oscillations on the sensorimotor rhythm (Grosse-Wentrup, 
Scholkopf, and Hill 2011). Much work has been done to understand the 
mechanisms of gamma oscillations in the brain, and this research has greatly 
benefitted the BCI community. 
SSVEP 
Lastly, in the SSVEP paradigm subjects attend to one of n flashing stimuli, flickering 
at a specific frequency resulting in a specific brain response that can be then 
decoded for classification outputs. Recent SSVEP BCis studies have shown mean 
online accuracies upwards of 92% with 96 bits/min at only 2.1 seconds per 
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selection (Binet al. 2011). In addition to classification accuracies, it is important to 
note that motor imagery is often asynchronous while P300 and SSVEP are 
synchronous, i.e., they require an input stimulus that provides key timing 
information (Brumberg and Guenther 2010). 
BCI Method Advantages Disadvantages Citations 
Proven methods; (Sellers et al., 2006; 
large number of Low bit rates; slow Krusienski et al., 
P300 Speller selection outputs; spelling of words; 2008; Brunner et few electrodes not as lUI-friendly 
al., 2010) 
needed 
Requires much 
Continuous 2D 
training; more 
Vaughan et al., 
electrodes may be 
Motor Imagery control; relatively 2006; Wolpaw & 
needed; can be high bit rates 
difficult to control McFarland, 2006; 
for some users 
High bit rates; Fewer discrete (Miiller-Putz et al. 
SSVEP 
robust signals; selections; display 2008; Zhu et al. 
few electrodes issues; stimuli can 2010; Binet al. 
needed be a nuisance 2011) 
Table 2-2. Summary of advantages and disadvantages for popular BCI 
paradigms. 
In the past few years, a new idea of combining the methods mentioned in 
Table 2-2 has been proposed. This new breed of BCI is known as the "hybrid BCI". 
Hybrid BCis can include combinations of non-neural signals such as eye blinks, 
residual muscle movements or heart rate with BCI components such as alpha 
rhythm responses, motor imagery and/or SSVEP. Nonetheless, for an SSVEP /motor 
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imagery hybrid system, the motor imagery element does not add a noticeable 
increase in accuracy, with the SSVEP component driving much of the performance 
(Luo and Sullivan 2010; Pfurtscheller et al. 2010; C. Brunner et al. 2011). Hybrid 
BCI systems combine neural EEG signals with one or more non-neural signals such 
as: 1) electromyography (EMG) for recording muscle movements, 2) 
electrooculography (EOG) for recording eye movements, or even 3) 
electrocardiography (ECG) for recording heart rate fluctuations. For purposes of 
this dissertation an SSVEP-EOG hybrid system was implemented wherein the EOG 
signal was used as a mouse click/selection once the subject arrived at the proper 
grid selection while SSVEP was used to direct movement in the grid. In addition to 
EOG mouse clicks, the alpha rhythm response that is visible in the power spectrum 
when a user closes their eyes was also investigated as another possible hybrid BCI 
alternative. 
With SSVEP BCis producing such high accuracy and bit rate results, this 
particular paradigm is a top contender for real world BCI use, where high 
accuracies are required for communication. Translating highly controlled lab 
results into home BCI solutions is a daunting task that requires a merging of not 
just engineering skill sets, but also current research in neuroscience, 
psychophysics, software development, and human-computer interaction. In 
addition to this list, user-specific needs and tolerances must be addressed in the 
SSVEP stimulus itself, the BCI algorithm's adaptive capabilities, and user interaction 
with the voice output communication aid (VOCA) system. 
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2.4 EEG-Based BCI Hardware & Software 
2.4.1 BCI Hardware 
Critical hardware and software decisions must be made in order to create a cost-
effective, portable BCI. Of these decisions, picking the proper EEG headset is of 
utmost importance. Typical EEG headsets in a lab setting involve wet electrodes 
requiring electrolytic gel to be inserted in each electrode at regular intervals in 
order to retain sufficient EEG impedance values and signal-to-noise ratio. Such a 
restriction makes wet electrode configurations suboptimal for long-term home BCI 
use. A number of non-electrolytic gel electrode systems are quickly being 
introduced to the market, some of which have been tested and compared in the 
Neural Prosthesis Lab for viability and practicality of in-home BCI use. 
Two commercially available EEG headsets have been purchased and 
considered for use in the lab thus far - the NeuroSky MindBand1 and the Emotiv 
Epoc2. The NeuroSky MindBand was chosen because it has two dry electrode 
sensors placed within an elastic band, and also delivers wireless Bluetooth signal 
for maximal portability. The sensors are normally placed over the forehead in order 
to obtain prefrontal cortex signal, yet the MindBand, shown on the right in Figure 
2-2, can also be turned around to be placed near the occipital cortex so that an 
SSVEP paradigm could theoretically be implemented. By turning the MindBand 
1 http:/ jwww.neurosky.com/Products/MindBand.aspx 
z http: 1 jwww.emotiv.comj store/hardware/ epoc-bci/ epoc-neuroheadset/ 
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around 180 degrees, the two sensors are approximately positioned to the right and 
left of Oz in the standard International 10-20 system of EEG electrode placement. 
The MindBand is advantageous due to its ease of use, yet it lacks practicality when 
not placed over the forehead due to the flat sensors being difficult to permeate hair 
in order to make direct contact with the scalp over the back of the head. 
Figure 2-2. The Emotiv Epoc EEG headset (left) and NeuroSky MindBand 
EEG sensor band (right). 
The Emotiv Epoc headset, to the left in Figure 2-2 above, is also a wireless 
system, transmitting EEG data via Bluetooth. This particular headset is not fully 
"dry" in the sense that it cannot be placed on the head without some sort of 
conductive liquid; rather, the Epoc uses sensors that require liquid electrolytic 
(saline) solution applied to small sponge-like pads making contact directly with 
each of the cap's sensors. Despite the need for saline application to the sensor pads, 
affixing the cap to a user's head is remarkably easier than any research-grade EEG 
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cap that requires gelling of each individual electrodes or abrasion of the scalp. The 
Emotiv Epoc has 14 sensors situated throughout most areas of the head, yet the 
design of the cap did not take into account 10-20 placements of their sensors, 
making it difficult to perform BCI tasks such as motor imagery. There are sensors 
near C3 and C4, situated over the left and right primary motor cortices, yet moving 
the individual electrode positions is difficult in order to assure BCI-specific 
placement. The Epoc does, however, contain sensors directly over 01 and 02 in the 
primary visual cortex, making it an excellent candidate for SSVEP BCI use. 
Both the MindBand and Epoc headsets benefit from being commercially 
available to both the general public and researchers, making both caps cost-
effective and valid options for in-home BCI use. The downside of the Epoc system, 
in particular, is its restrictive application programming interface (API) access that 
requires expensive licensing in order to get raw data out of the cap. The Neural 
Prosthesis lab was able to access the Epoc's raw signal via the Emotiv's C API and 
then import the data using a custom-built wrapper to Python for further 
processing. 
Numerous companies offer research-grade EEG caps, yet one in particular, 
g.Tec3, has developed products that are well-suited for BCI research. Two separate 
g.Tec systems were used in this dissertation- one that is geared towards in-lab BCI 
development and another that is portable for real-world BCI research. The former 
3 http:/ jwww.gtec.atj 
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g.Tec system mentioned uses three g.USBamps (see the top setup in Figure 2-3), 
high-performance and high-accuracy biosignal amplifiers and acquisition systems 
for accurate recording of EEG signals. The latter g.Tec system is called the 
g.MOBilab+ (see the middle setup in Figure 2-3). This particular biosignal 
acquisition system is both portable and wireless, transmitting up to 8 channels of 
EEG data via Bluetooth in a similar manner to both the MindBand and Epoc 
headsets. 
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Figure 2-3. a) g.Tec research BCI setup; b) g.MOBilab+ mobile BCI setup; c) 
Unlock Project custom dry electrode setup. 
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As is evident in a) and b) of Figure 2-3, both g.Tec systems use the same 
EEG cap, g.GAMMAbox for power supply and electrode driver /interface, as well as 
the same type of electrodes that can be placed anywhere in the 10-20 compliant 
cap. The only differences between the research and mobile systems are the type of 
amplifier and signal send method used for each along with the number of 
electrodes in each cap - 48 for the research system (a modular setup with 
increments of 16 channels per amp) and 8 for the mobile system. For the 
experiments performed in this dissertation, active ring electrodes were used and 
placed inside the cap and filled with electrolytic gel once placed on the participant's 
head. 
Both g.Tec systems are effective BCI research setups due to the robust signal 
obtained from active electrodes and easy access of raw data, yet these g.Tec 
products are prohibitively expensive, costing an order of magnitude more for the 
g.MOBilab+ system alone. For this reason, the OpenEEG project4 was created for 
hobbyists wanting to build custom-made EEG caps - as was done for the Unlock 
Project (see Section 2.4.3) - and offer several advantages to both commercially-
available and research-grade systems: 
1. 10-20 system compliance. Most commercial EEG headsets available on 
the market to date are built to appeal to garners and hobbyists. A custom 
cap built by BCI researchers, on the other hand, takes into account the 
4 http:/ jopeneeg.sourceforge.netjdoc/ 
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importance of positioning electrodes strategically according to the 10-20 
system names and locations. For example, it is known in the BCI 
literature that C3 and C4 are spatially optimal for limb motor imagery 
tasks, Cz and Pz are often used in P300 Spellers, and 01 and 02 render 
the strongest signal responses for SSVEP BCis. 
2. Cheaper hardware. For the first iteration of the Unlock Project EEG cap, 
three dry electrodes were connected to an "off-the-shelf' amplifier, 
which then sends filtered data to an Arduino microcontroller board with 
Bluetooth send capabilities. Other iterations of homemade caps that 
might be used for the Unlock Project in the future are currently being 
tested. 
3. Open signal acquisition. Most EEG systems require purchase of a 
dedicated API in order to gain access to raw data, whereas the system 
developed in this dissertation and for the Unlock Project allows users to 
directly work with EEG signals in Python. With this Arduino-based EEG 
system, a serial COM port was specified from the Bluetooth-enabled 
device and then opened directly in Python to grab incoming data from 
the Arduino device without interfacing with proprietary device libraries. 
4. Functional aesthetics. The Epoc has a sleek style, yet it is impractical 
for BCI users that may be locked-in or have ALS. These users are often 
angled back, resting their heads against a padded wheelchair head 
mount, making the Epoc design a difficult choice for severely motor-
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impaired BCI users. On the opposite end of the spectrum, the g.Tec 
electrode cap is obviously unappealing from an aesthetic point of view 
for someone that would be using the BCI at home and/or in public. For 
this reason, our custom EEG headset attempts to combine both form and 
function by embedding 10-20 spatially compliant electrodes comfortably 
into a baseball cap. The initial Unlock Project cap shown in Figure 2-3 
uses homemade electrodes; the newest version uses the wet g.LADYbird 
active electrodes (Guger Technologies, Graz, AT) in order to compare 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and classification accuracy across systems. 
2.4.2 BCI Software 
Choosing the proper software for a brain-computer interface is a difficult task. 
There are numerous questions that need to be answered first in order to select the 
system that works best for what is being investigated: What type of BCI paradigm 
will be used? Will the BCI require real-time neurofeedback? What kind of 
computing power is necessary to run the BCI? What kind of EEG headset will be 
used to collect data? What level of coding knowledge is needed to modify the BCI 
algorithms and stimulus/feedback display? Are there plans to commercialize the 
BCI? Will proprietary data acquisition and BCI software APis prohibit this 
commercialization effort? 
One of the first software packages to address many of these questions is 
called BCI2000 - a general-purpose system for BCI research (Schalk et al. 2004). 
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BCI2000 was developed at The Wadsworth Institute (Albany, NY) by Gerwin Schalk 
and colleagues. At the time of BCI2000's arrival, many labs investigating BCI were 
using similar approaches, yet there was no overarching software API that could be 
used to more easily handle signal acquisition, digitizing of signal, perform signal 
processing methods such as feature extraction and algorithm translation, and 
sending device commands to a user's computer or other device. The original 
BCI2000 design consisted of four modules that communicate with one another -
data source, signal processing, user application, and operator interface - all 
programmed and maintained using C++ in order to optimize speed and efficiency of 
data handling. A potential downside of BCI2000 is its reliance on C++, a powerful 
language that can prolong development time and make it difficult for non-computer 
scientists to develop applications. For this reason, recent releases of BCI2000 now 
allow for interaction with software like MATLAB or Python. The software is free for 
non-profit and educational purposes, but would not be sufficient for commercial 
aspirations. 
BCI2000 has been the predominant choice of many BCI researcherss for 
almost a decade; however, new platforms are being developed that have non-
restrictive licensing agreements. One newcomer, Open ViBE, uses a BCI platform 
that is highly modular, and provides a more graphical user interface (GUI)-based 
approach to BCI development for non-programmers as displayed in Figure 2-4 
s As of the end of June 2012, the BCI2000 website (http:/ jwww.bci2000.org/) 
states usage by over 600 labs around the world. 
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(Renard et al. 2010). OpenViBE also provides a number of visualization and virtual 
reality plug-in tools for various BCI paradigms such as the P300 Speller or motor 
imagery. 
Name 
~ Q AcqUISit ion 
t> [:t Clas sification 
t> IC:' Feature extr acti on 
t> E:: File reading and \vrit ing 
~ E:'; Samples 
t> C Signa l processing 
~ ~ Stimulat ion 
~ 0 St reaming 
~ [:> Tools 
~ f::j VRPN 
~ E:'; Visualis at ion 
~ ---- ,41 System load : ] O. !W. 
Figure 2-4. The OpenViBE Designer GUI interface for creating a 3D 
topographic "heat map" of real-time EEG data streams. 
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OpenViBE was a top candidate for getting started with BCI paradigms due to 
its several existing samples with drag-and-drop GUI modules. Unfortunately, 
despite claims of GUI-based modularity, modifying the stimulation and 
visualization files outside the provided tools became an onerous task. The C++ 
classes themselves were highly interconnected and required more effort than 
advantage in constructing BCis for rapid development, thus a different software 
direction was pursued. 
Since the lab's experimental EEG setup relies on g.Tec electrode caps and 
amps, g.Tec's g.Hlsys software package has been used for the past several years to 
develop both offline BCI analysis routines as well as a few online BCI feedback 
paradigms. Like Open Vi BE, g.Hisys was developed to ease development time by 
using Mathworks' MATLAB and Simulink software that allows researchers to create 
processing-specific modules that can be dragged and dropped into place. G.Tec's 
choice of MATLAB is no accident, since many neuroscientists and engineers use its 
many built-in signal processing, statistics, and classification toolboxes on a daily 
basis (Guger, Edlinger, and Krausz 2011). 
Initial pilot studies exploring SSVEP as a robust BCI method used the g.Hisys 
paradigm to extract and process data directly from either the g.MOBilab or 
g.USBamps. Both g.Tec amplifiers (the far left module box in Figure 2-5) have an 
easy to use, configurable dialog box in Simulink that allows users to modify 
sampling rate, frame length, number of channels, bandpass parameters and other 
key preprocessing steps. Figure 2-5 also shows the model developed using 
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g.MOBilab and g.Hisys to acquire Bluetooth signal from a wireless g.Tec device. The 
model then preprocesses data, runs the signal processing, and then decodes 
incoming EEG signals every five seconds. 
What is not shown here is any of the visual stimulation used for the initial 
pilot SSVEP studies. Rather than use g.Tec's provided visual stimulation modules, 
Psychtoolbox, a popular MATLAB-based psychophysics vision research toolkit, was 
used to present the SSVEP stimuli. The specifics of SSVEP stimulation techniques 
are discussed further in Chapter 3. The Simulink SSVEP model receives User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets telling the program that a new trial has started in 
the Psychtoolbox script running on a separate machine. In this case, a trial cue was 
simply the presentation of either "up", "down", "left", or "right" on the center of a 
21-inch LCD monitor. Once a UDP cue input packet is received from Psychtoolbox, 
the Simulink model processes incoming EEG data and makes a classifier decision, 
and finally sends a UDP packet back to Psychtoolbox to display whether or not the 
direction was accurately predicted or not. 
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Figure 2-5. Simulink model of online signal acquisition via the g.MOBilab 
and SSVEP harmonic sum decision classification with eye blink decoding. 
HSD=Harmonic Sum Decision; UDP=User Datagram Protocol; 
emf= Embedded Matlab Function; FFT=Fast Fourier Transform 
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Once the Simulink model was completed, it rendered comparable 
classification accuracies to those found in offline data analyses. One major issue 
with the Simulink framework, however, is its restriction on handling various types 
of data inputs, i.e. scalars versus vectors of buffered or variable-sized data. 
Unfortunately, most Simulink blocks/modules are not compatible with variable-
sized data using the frame-based, rather than sample-based, sampling mode. If a 
real-time model in Simulink is required, it is difficult to implement a vector block 
output that changes with each time step. Working around Simulink limitations such 
as these added months of development debugging time and led to the decision for 
developing an intuitive programming environment in Python. Another key reason 
for moving on from Simulink software had to do with Mathworks' strict licensing 
agreements which are well-handled and easily dealt with in a research institution, 
but not an optimal software choice for loading on a single laptop computer for in-
home BCI use. The lack of efficient coding practices and capabilities along with 
closed software distribution prompted a move towards Python - a programming 
language that allowed for flexibility and speed along with open-source distribution. 
2.4.3 Unlock Project 
After exploring a few of the more popular BCI software packages such as 
OpenViBE or Simulink, it became clear that a custom software solution was 
required in order to build a BCI system that is fast, portable, easy to use, and open-
source. The decision to use Python led to construction of a new framework for 
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software development of BCI applications called The Unlock Project. This API 
focused on development of "apps" that could easily be coded in Python without 
extensive knowledge, or access to, stimulus presentation packages (such as pygame 
or pyglet) or the BCI algorithms used to extract classification outputs. By pushing 
the more detailed BCI and display code "under the hood", developers are able to 
build apps that can take advantage of a four-option (currently) output to perform 
tasks such as select from a grid of speech phrases for communication, choose a 
channel on a laser-controlled remote control, play a game of chess, etc. 
The Unlock Project framework borrows themes from existing BCI 
software but shifts the focus from academic research to practical, in-home BCI app 
development by individuals who need not be in the academic field. The Unlock 
Project framework is divided into two high-level modules: 
1. The core backend that handles data acquisition, system initialization, and 
intermodule communication. 
2. A developer app API that, as mentioned earlier, obfuscates the core 
backend so developers can focus on building an app with a set of defined 
documentation function. 
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Figure 2-6. A system diagram of the framework processing modules. 
Arrows indicate lines of communication between processing modules, 
handled in the background by a master controller. The effort here has been 
to isolate, as much as possible, the app environment from the remaining 
modules. This isolation is key for invoking a "crowd-sourcing" paradigm for 
BCI application development. 
Figure 2-6 gives an overview of how these two primary modules interact. 
The core backend consists of the purple modules to the left, beginning with the 
acquisition submodule that grabs raw EEG data directly from the amp. Currently, 
this acquisition submodule supports two types of EEG hardware: 1) the g.Tec 
MOBilab and 2) the Emotiv Epoc. A third hardware option supporting custom 
Arduino Bluetooth data send EEG caps is also possible given that these signals are 
easily accessible via Python's standard serial package. A goal of The Unlock 
Project is to allow for easy switching of acquisition hardware using a GUI that 
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handles variations in sampling rates, numerical data types, and signal de-
multiplexing in order to send comparable buffered data packets to both the 
selection and paradigm submodules. 
Much of the BCI heavy lifting occurs in the paradigm submodule, 
which consists of a set of decoder and stimulus display classes. Since the BCI 
prototype discussed in this dissertation deals exclusively with SSVEP-based BCis, 
this was the first supported paradigm in The Unlock Project API. After the paradigm 
submodule has displayed a stimulus for user visualization in conjunction with a 
decoder decision, the selection submodule sends a decision (ordinal number 1 - 4 
for a four-choice SSVEP task) and a selection (a binary blink detection in its current 
state) to the app. This is where the developer receives this processed information 
via the update (decision, selection) method. 
def draw(): 
# Place all drawing or multimodal output 
# commands here 
def update(choice =None, select= False): 
# Updates all methods based on current 
# decoding choice 
# 
# choice: a scalar value part of an 
# enumerated type known to both 
# decoders and feedback methods 
# 
# select: a Boolean value indicating 
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# whether to "select" or 
# act upon the [choice] value 
Figure 2-7. Code description for draw() and update () methods 
required for all app implementations. The update function assumes no 
choices have been made, and, therefore, should not process any selections. 
Now that an input is received, the draw() routine is called by the API every 
loop. It is here that developers have free reign to construct apps that could be 
useful for severely motor impaired individuals. Figure 2-7 lays out a simplified 
code description of these two apps creation routines. The first working app in the 
Unlock Project framework uses a four-choice SSVEP-based BCI output to navigate a 
green square up, down, left, or right inside a grid. This app was used for the "static 
grid" and "hierarchy grid" experiments discussed in Chapter 4. 
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3 SSVEP-Based BCis 
3.1 A Brief History ofSSVEP BCis 
In 1977, Jacques Vidal made the amazing discovery that single EEG epochs, 
rather than an average of numerous time-locked trials, could be used to classify 
individual evoked responses in the human brain (Vidal 1977). Not only did Vidal 
classify over single epochs, but he was also able to use event-related potentials to 
perform real-time classification for four-directional navigation of a maze displayed 
on a computer display. Vidal used a red checkerboard pattern flipped 45 degrees 
(to look like a diamond for up, down, left, right flicker stimulation- see Figure 3-1) 
that emanated from a xenon flash for visual stimulation. A simple linear Bayesian 
decision rule was calculated over each class (up, down, left, or right) to effectively 
and efficiently classifies movement direction in the maze. 
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Figure 3-1. Stimulus target in real-time visual ERP experiment (Vidal1977). 
Fifteen years later, Erich Sutter was the first to address the needs of the ALS 
population using brain signals rather than existing eye tracker systems, which were 
quite unreliable at the time (Sutter 1992). Sutter developed what he called a "brain 
response interface" that used SSVEP signals from EEG to select from a grid of letters 
displayed on a CRT monitor. This pioneering study used white pseudo-random 
binary sequences, also called m-sequences, to display alternating red/green check 
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patterns on a dedicated stimulus display. A dedicated processor handled the brain 
response interface algorithm that was simply correlation coefficients of a template 
SSVEP response compared to the actual EEG response. The output of this system 
was displayed on the screen for user feedback along with a simultaneous speech 
synthesizer output of a selected word, letter, or phrase (see Figure 3-2). 
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Figure 3-2. Diagram of Sutter's initial "brain response interface" system 
(Sutter 1992). 
This system was run on 70 healthy and 20 severely disabled individuals. One 
ALS patient even agreed to have a small strip of electrodes chronically implanted in 
the space between the dura and skull in order to increase signal-to-noise (SNR). 
Sutter claimed that this patient was able to communicate at rates of 10 to 12 
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words/minute and make selections on the virtual keyboard once ever 1.2 seconds. 
No results were reported for the other 79 participants of the study, yet this laid the 
foundation for countless SSVEP BCI studies to follow. 
3.2 The Visual System and SSVEPs 
So how was Sutter able to take advantage of the SSVEP for his brain 
response interface? And how did he know that flashing lights at human participants 
would work? It turns out that humans have evolved to become extremely visually 
oriented creatures. Leaning on the visual system to perform a lion's share of neural 
processing takes a lot of real estate within the brain as is quickly evident when 
looking at Felleman and Van Essen's famous figure displaying the intricate and 
complex connective hierarchy of the primate visual system (Felleman and Van 
Essen 1991). After light hits the eye and makes its way to photoreceptors on the 
retina, various populations of ganglion cells begin processing visual information 
such as depth, color and luminance. 
This visual scene information is then sent along the optic nerve to the lateral 
geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus - an area long known to route 
information to visual cortical areas for further processing. The LGN is composed of 
six layers that, grossly speaking, process motion and depth via the magnocellular 
pathway and color and edges via the parvocellular pathway, passing this 
information to the primary visual cortex (V1, or striate cortex). It is here that visual 
cortical processing begins, working its way up, and back down, to extrastriate 
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visual areas such as V2, V3, and V4, then splitting off ventrally down the "what" 
pathway and dorsally up the "where" pathway. Recently, the koniocellular pathway 
was added as a third visual processing stream thought to be important for primate 
color perception (Hendry and Reid 2000). This simplistic schematic of the visual 
system is constantly undergoing revision and refinement but gives a framework to 
begin understanding how visual evoked responses are processed in Vl and beyond. 
In an excellent review of SSVEP visual processing and its application to BCI 
systems, Vialatte et al. explain that VEPs differ from SSVEPs in that the former elicit 
a transient response of the visual system if the stimulus presented is brief and non-
repetitive (Vialatte et al. 2010). As for the steady-state VEP, Regan tested an 
experiment nearly 50 years ago that suggested a response evoked by a sinusoidally 
modulated xenon arc lamp stimulus presented at a constant repetition frequency 
and retinal illumination might retain some residual aspect of the original stimulus 
in Vl (Regan 1966). One EEG electrode was placed 8cm above the inion and a 
second Scm to the right of the first, vaguely approximating the Oz and 02 10-20 
positions, respectively. After presenting a 10Hz stable VEP of small amplitudes to 
participants, Regan discovered an initial transient response followed by a steady, 
synchronous increased change in amplitude from the raw EEG signal. He called this 
the "steady-state" VEP. 
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Figure 3-3. A modeled (a) transient VEP vs. (b) SSVEP EEG response over 
time (Vialatte et al. 2010). Below these two traces are power spectral 
density plots illustrating the difference between transient VEPs on the left 
(F1) and SSVEPs at a certain flicker frequency on the right (F2). 
Several studies performed in the mid-1990s revealed that selective attention 
to stimulus location modulates the SSVEP response (Morgan, Hansen, and Hillyard 
1996). More specifically, a stimulus presented to an attended location in the visual 
field elicits larger VEPs in extrastriate cortex from 80-200ms after stimulus onset. 
Such a cortical response suggests that being in the "spotlight" of visual attention 
enhances the VEP. This hypothesis was extended to SSVEP stimulus presentation, 
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comparing cortical activation patterns of attended versus unattended flickering 
alphanumeric character sequences displayed on both the left (12Hz flicker) or right 
(8.6Hz flicker) sides of a computer screen. Thirteen EEG electrodes were disbursed 
over each cortical area and the results showed a much larger amplitude response to 
the attended flicker sequence position. In particular, the amplitude SSVEP of left 
12Hz attend-left trials was largest at occipital-temporal areas over the right 
hemisphere whereas right 8.6Hz attend-right trials were more disbursed across the 
scalp. 
Another study by the same research group also showed that spatial selective 
attention affects early extrastriate but not V1 and V2 components of the VEP (Clark 
and Hillyard 1996). Small circular checkerboards were randomly flashed on the 
right and left side of the screen in order to obtain topography of VEPs and attention 
effects. Using a spatiotemporal dipole model, they discovered that the C1 
component of the response was found in V1, whereas the attention-sensitive P1 
component resided in extrastriate area 19. It is also believed that low-frequency 
SSVEPs originate at the LGN. 
Striate and extrastriate visual cortices may be the impetus of SSVEP phase-
locking to visually attended flicker stimuli, but this is not the cortical stopping 
point. It has been shown that a Laplacian spatial filter (a technique for comparing 
current source densities in neighboring electrodes) to SSVEP topographical 
activations rendered sensitivities to small changes of around 1-2Hz in input 
frequency at occipital and parietal electrodes (Srinivasan, Bibi, and Nunez 2006). At 
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10Hz, this change became pronounced across numerous regions including lateral 
frontal cortex. This same study discussed results where, in upper alpha bands, long-
wavelength traveling waves propagated from occipital to prefrontal electrodes, 
whereas delta and lower alpha bands formed standing-wave patterns over 
posterior and anterior electrode regions. From these two distinct patterns of 
activity, one could posit that SSVEP is generated from two localized sources: a 
stationary source presumably over visual areas and a distributed, traveling wave 
source over numerous cortical regions. Thus, VEPs may reach their steady-state in 
a succession of both local and broad dipoles, where the resulting wave propagation 
is determined by the characteristics of the stimuli themselves. These characteristics 
will be discussed in detail in the next section. 
Neurophysiological studies of the SSVEP response in recent years have 
focused on spatiotemporal analysis of cortical source and propagation over various 
frequency range limits. One study continued the work done by Hillyard and 
colleagues of combining fMRI with EEG recordings and mapping (Slotnick et al. 
1999) in order to estimate cortical source locations of pattern reversal SSVEP 
stimuli (Di Russo et al. 2007). They confirmed the results of studies mentioned 
earlier that time-varying SSVEPs have two primary cortical sources localized to Vl 
and VS/MT, an area known to be important for motion processing. Less prominent 
contributions were also seen in V3 and V 4. As for the sequence of this activity 
progression, the authors believe that both SSVEP and VEP sequences of cortical 
activation are equivalent. 
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3.3 SSVEP Stimulus Presentation Variations 
From the section above, it becomes clear that there are numerous factors involved 
in optimally evoking visually induced responses in the human brain that are strong 
enough to travel through the dura and skull and subsequently be picked up as a 
robust EEG electrode signal. SSVEP BCI researchers have spent the two decades 
since Sutter's 1992 study attempting to optimize SNR in the EEG signal by taking 
into account a number of different stimulus display parameters such as color, flicker 
frequency, pattern shape, pattern reversal, and flicker hardware. A recent survey of 
SSVEP stimulation methods for BCI use compiled results from 57 papers, which 
was used as a base for work being done in the field (Zhu et al. 2010). All of these 
parameters have been explored in pilot studies within the Neural Prosthetics lab, 
and are being investigated further using the recently developed Unlock Project API 
discussed in Section 2.4.3. 
3.3.1 Color 
Zhu's survey of SSVEP stimulation methods found that color stimuli, especially 
green, often performed best among the studies discussed. One study looked at the 
difference between red/black versus green/black on-off stimuli displayed on a 
computer monitor (Cheng et al. 2001). One blinking square was shown at a time on 
the monitor, but its color changed according to the frequency displayed - i.e. 
7.23Hz for red/black and 8.01Hz for green/black. If both frequencies were in the 
"on" state, the stimulus square turned yellow; this was done to detect phase 
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coupling of two stimulus frequencies in the EEG data. Rhythms at the duplicate, 
sum or difference of these two stimulated frequencies can be evoked by multiple 
color stimuli. 
In our own color variation pilot study a decrease in power was, compared to 
white, observed for most colors presented (red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, magenta) 
using a single 100x100 pixel flashing square at various frequencies in the computer 
monitor's center. Both participants in this pilot run found the white square easier 
to focus on than the color squares as well. Table 3-1 shows the mean power 
spectrum over both participants for white versus non-white, i.e. the max value over 
all other colors combined. It is important to point out that studies involving color 
SSVEP stimuli are typically done using LED stimulating devices, whereas our pilot 
study used a standard LCD computer monitor for presentation. This may have 
influenced the decrease in amplitude seen in the initial EEG signal spectral analysis. 
·~~~f:p:: Ot (b-. oa ! 
6Hz, FF, white 0 .27 0.3 o.ss 
----
6Hz, H1, white 0.16 0.43 0.53 
-- -
6Hz, FF, color 0.43 0.21 0 .16 
6Hz, H1, color 0.45 0.54 o.6s 
-- - - - -
13Hz, FF, white 0.37 0.17 0.22 
13Hz, H1, white 0.73 0-45 0 .38 
--
13Hz, FF, color 0.16 0.08 0.13 
13Hz, H1, color 0.38 0.19 0.09 
--
Table 3-1. A comparison of white to color SSVEP flicker stimuli. Displayed 
are power spectrum response (in dB) results for three occipital electrodes 
I 
I 
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(01, Oz, 02) over the fundamental frequency (FF) and first harmonic (H1) of 
either a 6Hz or 13Hz stimulus. For 6Hz, white has a higher power in FF, yet 
color seems to do better in Hl. For 13Hz, white evokes a higher spectral 
response across all harmonics. 
3.3.2 Flicker Frequency 
As mentioned earlier, frequency selection also plays a vital role in correctly 
classifying SSVEPs. Zhu's survey of SSVEP BCI papers revealed three bands of 
commonly used frequency ranges: low (1-12Hz), medium (12-30Hz), and high (30-
60Hz). Many of the papers reported use of low-medium frequency pairs with most 
runs picking one from the 7-9Hz range and the other from the 12-17Hz range. 
Studies using computer monitors rather than LEDs for stimulus presentation are 
severely limited in frequency range due to the refresh rateR of most LCD monitors 
being 60Hz, setting a max stimulus frequency of 30Hz, i.e. R/2. Even with this 30Hz 
limit, many SSVEP papers choose frequencies under 15Hz in order to retain high 
power in the harmonics of each presented stimulus. For our experiments, 10Hz ( + f-
1Hz) is also avoided due to the ubiquitous alpha rhythm commonly seen when the 
eyes are closed or when the subject is in a state of wakeful relaxation. This effect 
was found in all our studies. 
In Vialatte and colleagues' 40-year survey of SSVEP, they mention that early 
vision scientists believed the SSVEP boundaries ranged from 3-50Hz, yet more 
recent studies showed that SSVEPs can be generated up to 80Hz (Vialatte et al. 
2010). It is theorized that the VEP is correlated with phase resetting/alignment to 
ongoing background EEG as opposed to additive amplitude modulation (Moratti et 
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al. 2007). Thus, repetitive visual stimuli induce a reset of the EEG phase that can be 
viewed after averaging numerous trials. Vialatte points out that if this theory is 
true, the SSVEP frequency range is limited by the konio-, magna- and parvocellular 
pathway capabilities, depending on the type of stimulus presented, i.e. variations in 
color, motion, or shape will limit the frequency range by triggering different 
pathways. 
Different flicker frequencies can also have varying effects on harmonic 
responses in the primary visual cortex. An important aspect of classifying SSVEP 
signals is analysis of a simulation frequency's harmonics. Figure 3-4 displays the 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) power spectrum for a typical 6Hz trial as well as that 
of a 13Hz trial. These plots show mean activations for the three primary visual 
electrodes (01, Oz, 02) over a Ss trial averaged across ten trials. For the 6Hz signal 
at the top of Figure 3-4 it is clear there is a distinct peak at around 6Hz with a 
declining set of peaks at 12Hz, 18Hz, and 24Hz. The same trend can be seen at the 
bottom of Figure 3-4 for 13Hz only with subsequent peaks near 26Hz and 39Hz. 
One other item to point out is that at least two of the three electrodes show 
significant activation at the fundamental/stimulating frequency, first harmonic, and 
second harmonic peaks. Spectral plots for higher flicker frequencies such as 21Hz 
and 29Hz trials showed the same activation patterns, yet little activation was 
noticeable above baseline noise in either of the first two harmonics. 
Another point of interest in the harmonics domain is the difference in 
amplitude of various harmonics depending on the flicker frequency presented. 
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Figure 3-5 shows that the fundamental frequency response for 6Hz trials often 
dominates the harmonic responses, however, for 13Hz trials (Figure 3; bottom) the 
first harmonic gives a more robust signal than the fundamental frequency. 
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Figure 3-4. Mean power spectrum density plots for 6Hz (top) and 13Hz 
(bottom) over all trials. 
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Figure 3-5. Fundamental stimulus frequency (FF), first harmonic (H1) and 
second harmonic (H2) for all Left (6Hz) and Right (13Hz) trials. 
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3.3.3 Stimulus Pattern 
Stimulus pattern variations such as the ones shown in Figure 3-6 have been tested 
in an attempt to bolster SNR. Common patterns include 1) single squares or circles, 
2) white/black checkerboards comprised of numerous rows/columns of squares, 
and 3) LEDs affixed to the sides of a monitor (Morgan, Hansen, and Hillyard 1996). 
Both single flashing white squares and checkerboard patterns were tested in an 
initial offline SSVEP pilot study investigating a two-directional BCI system. A more 
robust SSVEP response was observed in checkerboard pattern stimulus PSD 
amplitudes from electrodes placed over V1. Sharper spectral peaks were also 
detected at the stimulating frequency and its harmonics, making for better feature 
extraction vectors and subsequently higher BCI classification rates. 
Figure 3-6. SSVEP stimulus variations - checkerboard (left), single square 
(center), and LEDs (right) are most commonly used in most SSVEP BCI 
studies. Right image reprinted from (Diez et al. 2011). 
Addressing issues of stimulus pattern, size and screen placement can now be 
easily studied within the Unlock Project API. A researcher can now vary stimulus 
patterns in Python without needing to worry about the underlying graphics 
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implementation. Instead, a stimulus pattern is simply defined by creating a 
stimulus instance of the SSVEPStimulus ( ) class. This class has a number of 
parameters: 
• Screen- the display surface on which the stimulus will be drawn; 
• Flicker rate - specified in Hz; 
• Anchor position- what corner of the stimulus acts as the anchor point; 
• Rotation - counterclockwise rotation (in degrees) about the stimulus 
center; 
• X/Y Offset- X andY offsets from the top left corner of the stimulus; 
• Width/Height- the width and height (in pixels) of the checkerboard; 
• X/Y Spatial Frequency- the number of repeating on-off colored box pairs; 
• X/Y Duty Cycle - the percentage of repeating on-off colored box pairs 
width/height that is taken up by the "on" box; 
• X/Y Evenness - specifies whether the last on-off box pair only contains the 
"on" box; and 
• On-Off Color - the percentage of the repeating on-off colored box pairs 
width/height that is taken up by the "on" box. 
The ability to change any of these parameters speeds up coding time for 
researchers and facilitates quick online BCI comparisons across various stimulus 
pattern types. 
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3.3.4 On-Offvs. Contrast Reversal 
A majority of SSVEP BCis using checkerboard stimuli use contrast reversal, 
meaning every square in the checkerboard is flipped from either black-to-white or 
white-to-black at the desired stimulating frequency. Visual psychophysics 
experiments have shown, on the other hand, that on-off checkerboard stimuli elicit 
twice the VEP amplitudes within the medium frequency range mentioned earlier 
(Parry, Murray, and Hadjizenonos 1999). Another study showed that pattern 
reversal SSVEPs had reduced amplitudes that may be due to cancellation of signals 
dominated by transient and sustained mechanisms (Strasburger, Murray, and 
Remky 1993). For this reason, the on-off checkerboard stimulus pattern is used for 
all SSVEP experiments discussed herein. 
3.3.5 Light Source 
Lastly, characteristics of the light source of the stimulus must be considered. In 
Zhu's review, 14 papers use checkerboards, 18 use rectangular stimuli on a screen, 
24 use LEDs, and the rest used some form of fluorescent or xenon lighting source. 
To compare SSVEP BCI results across these various light sources, one paper looked 
at three techniques in particular: LEDs, an LCD screen using timers, and an LCD 
screen using the vertical refresh rate for synchronizing visual stimuli (Cecotti, 
Volosyak, and Graser 2010). The latter of these offered the highest classification 
rates over a number of flicker frequencies due to careful detail paid toward robust 
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and precise flicker presentation. With an LCD display refresh rate of 60Hz, the 
frequencies best emulated on a screen are 30, 20, 15, 12, and 8.57Hz. 
Most SSVEP BCI research groups use a photodiode to test the accuracy of 
their LCD-based flicker stimulation methods to ensure they are indeed displaying at 
the correct frequency- as shown in Figure 3-7 below. For this plot, a photodiode 
was attached to a Lenovo LCD screen, cycling through four stimulus frequencies 
(12, 13, 14, and 15Hz) once every 60s. The software used was the Unlock API in 
Python. It is evident from the results here that our stimulus frequencies are indeed 
being displayed at the proper flicker rates. 
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Figure 3-7. Photodiode power spectral density test of flicker frequencies at 
12, 13, 14, and 15Hz on a Lenovo laptop running the Unlock API with 
Python's pygame package. 
3.4 Analysis Methods 
3.4.1 Spatial Localization 
Spatial localization is especially important for BCI frameworks such as motor 
imagery that tend to require information garnered from a higher number of 
electrodes. This process is less important for SSVEP BCis due to the strong 
localization of neural activity acquired from Vl in the EEG signal; in fact, many 
studies in the SSVEP BCI literature tend to simply choose one of, or a combination 
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of, the following electrodes: 01, Oz, or 02 With that said, one paper involving 
electrodes covering the entire scalp has recently suggested a number of common 
spatial filtering approaches to increase SSVEP detection (Garcia-Molina and Zhu 
2011). 
To validate the literature consensus in our own data, a number of different 
spatial localization techniques were performed on offline EEG data from trials of a 
participant attending to a square white box flickering at 13Hz. Signals collected 
during the first four seconds of each trial were averaged for each of the 32 
electrodes recorded across the scalp. From this averaged trial data, four commonly 
used techniques were performed: exploratory factor analysis, fuzzy c-means 
clustering, k-means clustering, and principal component analysis. A 2D topographic 
map of the scalp is show for each technique in Figure 3-8. In a) the exploratory 
factor analysis hot spots ofthe fourth factor are shown in red. In b) a fuzzy c-means 
clustering algorithm output shows the same weighting pattern of explained 
variance in the EEG data as seen in a). K-means clustering in c) also shows similar 
trends as c-means clustering, but appears to also include eye blink artifacts 
clustered in the same cluster as that seen in the visual area SSVEP response. A 
different result is seen entirely in d) where principal component analysis was used; 
the third coefficient vector was the closest to the other three methods described 
here (the first two vectors looked like artifacts). 
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d) 
Figure 3-8. Spatial localization of EEG signal during an SSVEP task. For each 
topographic plot, the colors range from red (high correlations or weights) to 
blue (low correlations or weights). a) Fourth factor result from exploratory 
factor analysis; b) First cluster from the final fuzzy partition matrix output; 
c) First cluster output from k-means clustering using the correlation 
distance method; and d) Third coefficient vector output from principal 
component analysis. 
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A spectral analysis using FFT was also performed on the same dataset as 
shown in the topographic maps above to verify that 01, Oz, and 02 are the 
appropriate electrode choices for further SSVEP BCI decoding. The results shown in 
Table 3-2 show that, for this particular participant, 02 and Oz were the best 
choices for a 6Hz flicker whereas P07 and 01 were optimal for 13Hz. The PSD 
amplitudes for 6Hz oscillations were far higher in 02 and Oz relative to other 
surrounding electrodes. What's surprising here is the sharp drop-off in response 
from 01, whereas 08 over parieto-occipital cortex showed a robust response in the 
stimulating frequency range. In the 13Hz PSD, however, the opposite effect is seen 
between 01 and 02. This initial pilot study shows how varied the spatiotemporal 
outcome can be based on flicker frequency alone. With that said, all of the strongest 
SSVEP responses still seemed to reside in either primary visual areas or electrodes 
in higher visual areas making their way up the dorsal or "where" stream in parietal 
cortex. This result is plausible given that SSVEPs often cause motion artifacts 
(Bakardjian, Tanaka, and Cichocki 2010), with posterior parietal cortex, VS/MT, 
and MST being strongly represented in the spectral analysis below. 
SF 
H1 
H2 
SF 
FCz 
0 .52 
0.29 
0.12 
Pz 
0.34 
Cz CPz 
0.48 0.41 
0.305 0.32 
0.11 0.16 
Cz CPz 
0.30 0.33 
01 Oz 02 P04 
0.27 0 .30 0.55 0.48 
0.16 0.195 0.275 
0.18 0.26 0.16 
01 P03 
0.37 0.16 0.23 0.56 
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Hl 0.10 0.19 0.12 0.74 0.38 0.422 0.425 
H2 0.09 0.078 0.076 0.29 0.209 0.211 0.19 
Table 3-2. Spectral power for both 6Hz and 13Hz stimulus frequency (FF), 
first harmonic (Hl), and second harmonic (H2). Green indicates highest 
spectral amplitude electrode response for that particular spectral band, with 
orange indicating second strongest and yellow third strongest. See Figure 
2-1 for a 2D map of electrode 10-20 position nomenclature. 
3.4.2 Artifact Detection & Removal 
Muscle and eye movements produce large artifacts in EEG signals that, for most BCI 
decoding paradigms, need to first be identified in a signal, then either removed 
completely or denoised into a transformed waveform. One advantage of an SSVEP 
BCI is that minimal artifacts are seen from residual muscle or eye movements via 
electrodes placed over the primary visual cortex, thus few steps are necessary 
when removing artifacts from SSVEP-generated EEG signals. Detecting large 
artifacts such as eye movements, however, is advantageous in that they can be used 
as binary selection mechanisms (see Section 4.1.7 for implementation details). 
Nonetheless, artifact detection and removal can still improve a BCI system 
by taking into account erratic movements, jaw clenching, large breaths, or eye 
movements. For the purpose of this dissertation, artifacts were largely eliminated 
by performing an assortment of preprocessing algorithms on the raw EEG data 
before feature extraction and classification steps were taken. After some 
preliminary power spectral density analyses of pilot SSVEP data, it was decided 
that spatial filtering was not necessary for SSVEP due to the strong concentration of 
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explained signal variance seen over primary visual area electrodes - specifically, 
01, Oz, and 02. The current BCI system uses zero-mean trial signal denoising 
followed by a 4th-order Butterworth bandpass filter spanning the stimulating 
frequencies their first harmonics. For example, a four-choice system with flicker 
frequencies of 12, 13, 14, and 15Hz required a bandpass filter ranging from 8Hz to 
34Hz, thus a 4Hz padding was applied to both the lower and upper bounds. 
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Figure 3-9. Comparison of raw and preprocessed EEG signals for a four-
second SSVEP trial with a 14Hz flicker frequency. The signal itself is a mean 
time trace averaged over 01, Oz, and 02 at each sample within the four-
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second trial. The variance among these three electrodes is often small, thus 
an average of the three signals is justifiable. 
Figure 3-9 demonstrates the importance of preprocessing data as a first 
step. The yellow trace shows far more noise in the signal due to high and low 
frequency noise in the EEG. The red trace overlaid on the yellow trace shows a 
much cleaner signal due to a simple zero-mean of the data segment followed by a 
Butterworth bandpass filter in the ranges mentioned earlier. One added 
preprocessing/artifact removal step that could be taken would be independent 
component analysis, or blind source separation, for quick removal of muscle 
artifacts that are easily discarded in such a process (Vasquez, Bakardjian, and 
Vallverdu 2008). The ICA method was not used for the system proposed in this 
dissertation for two reasons: 1) these artifacts tend to have very specific frequency 
domain signatures that are not in the ranges looked at for PSD-based SSVEP 
classification, and 2) few artifacts were seen over the visual cortex whereas a 
majority of artifacts were seen over electrode recordings near the eyes during 
blinking. 
3.4.3 Feature Extraction & Selection 
Feature extraction and selection methods depend primarily on whether a time or 
frequency domain classifier is being used. For time domain classifiers, canonical 
correlation analysis (CCA) is a newly popular choice in the SSVEP literature (Bin, 
Gao, Yan, et al. 2009), as is stimulus-locked inter-trace correlation (SLIC), a 
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technique that takes advantage of the relative timing between the EEG signal and 
repeated flashing light onsets (Luo and Sullivan 2010; Luo and Sullivan 2010). For 
SLIC, the mean trace is calculated for each attended/non-attended stimulus, and 
correlation coefficients can be taken across each stimulus frequency for further 
classification. 
In the frequency domain, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be 
calculated, and coefficients at the SSVEP-stimulated fundamental frequencies and 
first harmonics subsequently extracted (Lopez-Gordo et al. 2011; Lopez-Gordo et 
al. 2011). A variant of this is called the harmonic sum decision (HSD) method that 
sums the harmonic values across all stimulating frequencies displayed on the 
screen. These values are then normalized before classification. The harmonic sum 
method was modified in this dissertation for an offline pilot study analysis by 
taking the mean value of a small window around the fundamental frequencies and 
their subsequent harmonics. This is done because often times the response 
frequency is not exactly at, say, 7Hz - a slight jitter could place the maximum value 
somewhere between 6.9Hz and 7.1Hz, thus a mean (or argmax) value within the 
6.9-7.1Hz range renders better results as shown in Figure 3-10. In other words, the 
bandwidth increases in size when jitter is introduced. Dealing with this slight 
response offset makes for a practical modification when using LCD screens for 
stimulation. A photodiode power spectrum density can illuminate whether this 
jitter is due to screen display issues as opposed to physiological origins. Numerous 
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other techniques are also discussed in the literature, but omitted here since they 
will not be implemented within the proposed BCI system. 
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Figure 3-10. Mean trial power spectral density plots over Ss for SSVEP 
attended stimulus directions - Up (top left), Down (top right), Left (bottom 
left), and Right (bottom right). The three traces represent 01 (blue), Oz 
(red), and 02 (green) electrode power spectral density values in the 
frequency domain. Windows are drawn in gray around each stimulating 
frequency and its first harmonic to demonstrate the mean harmonic sum 
window lengths used. Windows are taken across both attended and non-
attended stimuli, but only attended stimulus windows are shown here for 
simplicity. Note that stimulating frequencies avoid the 10Hz, or alpha 
rhythm, range due to its overshadowing power spectral density amplitudes. 
This particular subject's alpha rhythm tends to be closer to 11Hz, which may 
be a result of numerous top-down factors or SSVEP frequency stimulation 
interaction. 
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3.4.4 Classification 
Once feature vectors have been extracted from the pre-processed EEG signal, a 
classifier is chosen based on the feature methods used. According to a review of BCI 
signal processing algorithms by Bashashati and colleagues, linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA) is far and away the most widely used method for classification 
(Bashashati et al. 2007). This seems reasonable given LDA's simple yet effective 
results compared to more complex neural network, support vector machine, k-
nearest neighbors or other nonlinear classifiers that deliver comparable accuracies 
yet are burdened by higher computational overhead. Some of these classifiers 
become untenable as options in a real-time BCI system where speed is of the 
essence.6 LDA methods require a training session in order to learn the weights for 
further testing sessions and may be paired with slow parameter adaptation for BCI 
users. Conversely, there are several SSVEP-specific classification methods that do 
not require training. Table 3-3 gives a short list of SSVEP-based BCI 
feature/classifier systems that have been tested on our pilot study data and show 
promise as viable options. 
6 Such concerns can be overcome, however, with the growing feasibility of cloud 
data processing. This option may become necessary if EEG data is to be processed 
in real-time on less computationally robust tablets. 
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Feature extraction Classifier Source 
method 
Spectral power windowing Max normalized (Muller-Putz et al. 2008) harmonic sum decision 
Common spatial patterns Boosted (Parini et al. 2009) 
regularized LDA 
SLIC LDA (Luo and Sullivan 2010) 
Filtered amplitude CCA (Binet al. 2011) 
waveform signal 
CWT Support vector (Zhang, Li, and Deng 2010) 
machine 
Table 3-3. A select list of optimal feature and classifier methods specific to 
SSVEP BCis, several of which have been tested as efficient classification options. 
In this dissertation, a modified mean window HSD classifier was tested and 
showed the most promise as being highly reliable for an online BCI. In an initial 
study, two single square stimuli were flashed - 6Hz on the left side of the screen 
and 13Hz on the right. Using just 2s of data to compute the power spectral density 
(via FFT), the system was able to classify with 75%, and up to 90% after 3s for one 
subject. Changing the stimulation frequencies to 21Hz and 29Hz increased the 
classification accuracy to 89% and 100% for 2s and 3s, respectively. Rectangular 
stimuli in an online 4-choice (up-12Hz, down-13Hz, left-14Hz, right-15Hz) SSVEP 
grid cursor control task showed an average of >95% classification accuracy for one 
subject with an FFT duration of 4s. 
Several factors contributed to the high performance values observed in this 
pilot study: 1) two workstation computers were used- one for handing stimulus 
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display and the other for acquiring/decoding EEG signal, and 2) Psychtoolbox for 
MATLAB was used to present SSVEP stimuli. This MATLAB package for vision 
science research is known for presenting highly precise temporal stimulation 
presentation due to its CPU optimization techniques. The mobile SSVEP BCI system 
proposed in Section 4.1 also uses the modified mean window HSD classifier, yet 
does not render as high classification accuracies. 
3.4.5 Confidence Measures 
The vast majority of BCI papers to date focus on accuracy results; however, other 
measures must be considered in order to get at the robustness of a BCI system 
(Hamadicharef 2010; Millan et al. 2010). With an online, real-world BCI, confidence 
interval measures can assist with assuring the classified output truly is the correct 
output to be sent, reducing false positives in the process. For a CCA classifier, Wilks' 
lambda (likelihood ratio) statistic can be calculated in order to obtain confidence 
values for choosing one class versus another. Simply put, Wilks' lamba is a test 
statistic used in multivariate analysis of variance to test difference in means 
between two groups of data based on a combination of feature vectors. For an HSD 
classifier, multiclass probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (LDA) posterior 
probabilities can be used as a real-time confidence measure. LDA is a common 
machine learning and statistical classifier method that finds linear combinations of 
features, where the goal is to split groups of data as much possible, i.e. maximize 
orthogonality. A recent paper has shown that the evaluation criterion quantifying 
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the level of agreement or effect size measure, known as the kappa coefficient, 
assesses reliability of a predicted class over multiple points in time. Higher subject 
kappa coefficients have been show to improve BCI performance (Kubler and Muller 
2007; Xu et al. 2011). 
Adding a voting strategy is another method for increasing accuracy and 
decreasing false positives. If a classification is made, say, once every 250ms, and a 
final decision is expected at 2s intervals, eight votes are collected and the mode 
class could be taken as the winner. Another form of voting could be created 
between classifiers running in parallel, so that if an HSD classifier produces a final 
choice with a higher confidence interval than a CCA classifier's confidence interval 
value, the winner is the HSD output. Unfortunately, this sort of voting schema is 
limited to the processing power of the hardware running the signal processing 
algorithms and, depending on the hardware, might only function correctly with two 
computationally lightweight classifiers. 
3.5 Frequency-based Models 
Now that the preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification options of 
constructing an SSVEP BCI have been discussed, time-based and frequency-based 
model categories for real-time prediction of neural signals using EEG will be 
introduced .. The latter of these two categories dominated the majority of real-time 
SSVEP BCis for quite some time; however, time-based models are becoming 
increasingly popular due to their faster classification rates. Both time- and 
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frequency-based models of SSVEP face the same difficult challenges of stimulus 
presentation method/speed as well as algorithm selection for artifact, feature and 
classification steps. As will be seen from discussion of the papers in this section, 
both model categories often use similar methods to approach the problem from 
two different but complimentary angles. 
The Bashashati survey of signal processing algorithms referenced earlier in this 
dissertation found that a few predominant model designs have emerged 
(Bashashati et al. 2007). The most popular feature classification methods reported 
include LDA, threshold detection, or artificial neural networks such as the multi-
layer perceptron, radial basis function, fuzzy ARTMAP, etc. It should be noted that 
this survey was published in 2007 prior to the emergence of the now-numerous 
time-based models common in the SSVEP BCI literature. This is testament to how 
quickly the field is moving. 
One common SSVEP BCI model uses the minimum energy (ME) approach 
(Friman, Volosyak, and Graser 2007). This particular algorithm cleans the raw EEG 
signal of noise and unwanted frequency components by projecting artificial 
oscillations at the stimulating frequencies plus their harmonics onto their 
orthogonal EEG signal complements. Equation (0.1) has three parts: first is the 
evoked SSVEP response signal, second is the set of nuisance signals z/t) which are 
added to each electrode signal and scaled by the b i ,j weights, and lastly there is the 
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measurement noise, e;(t), for each electrode. The end result is the supposed noise 
itself, which can weight the incoming signal for denoising. 
N,. 
Y;(t) = :Lai,k sin(2nf4i +c/J; ,k) + Lh;,jz/t)+ e;(t) (0.1) 
k=! j 
SSVEP detection then is performed via a test statistic as shown in Equation 
(0.2) where P kJ is estimated power in a particular harmonic in Equation (0.3). 
1 N, N1, p T=--II Aki 
NsN" t= I k=! a kJ 
(0.2) 
(0.3) 
The test statistic, then, calculates the ratio of an SSVEP stimulus being presented or 
not for all stimulating frequencies over all EEG channels selected. The output is 
simply a ranked order list of frequencies with the highest SNR. 
Another frequency-based model discussed here uses the LDA method, 
which is quite common in BCI algorithms - especially in motor imagery. To 
understand LDA's use in SSVEP-based BCis, Parini et al.'s protocol offers a good 
example case. In a recent paper, their protocol had three sessions: 1) user-specific 
frequency selection, 2) training for parameter selection, and 3) testing to validate 
the chosen parameters (Chadwick et al. 2011; Parini et al. 2009; Friman, Volosyak, 
and Graser 2007). After eight EEG channels were bandpass filtered around the 
stimulating frequency and its first two harmonics in 3-second windows, a common 
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spatial filter was used to spatially filter the data into one oftwo classes, stimulus or 
nonstimulus (Equation (0.4). The two covariance matrices, 0 5 and Q Ns , are 
diagonalized with the eigenvalues summing to one. The particular spatial filter used 
with the highest eigenvalue is considered as pertinent to the SSVEP signal. 
1 Ndnss 
Q class = --L xixr with (class E { S,NS}) 
Nclass i= l 
(0.4) 
Once a spatial filter is created, feature extraction is performed whereby an 
amplitude estimation of the SSVEP is obtained by way of Equation (0.5). This states 
that the standard deviation of the average, time-locked to the sth stimulus, is 
proportional to the standard deviation over the entire data window. Each 
stimulating frequency, then, has its own normalized feature vector ranging from 
zero to one. 
(0.5) 
From the FX(s) features a 5-class (up, down, left, right, null) normalized 
LDA classifier is trained upon. Normalized feature vectors comprise a more optimal 
set of coefficients during the testing session. Using LDA for SSVEP tasks, Parini et al. 
(2009) were able to obtain an average bit-rate across eleven subjects of 51.47 
bit/min. 
Lastly, the Graz BCI group in Austria has looked extensively into the impact 
of harmonic frequency components in SSVEP stimuli. In a 2005 study, the Graz 
researchers looked at variability in classification rates by including or excluding a 
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range of harmonics taken from DFT bands of the stimulating frequencies (Muller-
Putz et al. 2005). For classification in this study, a lock-in analyzer system was used. 
This particular system relies on sine and cosine values of each stimulating 
frequency that are multiplied by EEG signals containing the SSVEP in order to boost 
signal at the proper spectral frequency windows (i.e. the fundamental frequencies 
and their first two harmonics). 
In a subsequent 2008 paper (Miiller-Putz et al. 2008) the same researchers 
compared their lock-in analyzer algorithm to a method that looks at a sum of 
spectral power at fundamental and harmonic frequencies across each stimulating 
frequency - a method known as harmonic sum decision (HSD). Participants in the 
study were shown 6, 7, 8, an.d 13Hz flicker frequencies for 3.5 seconds. A 1024-
point DFT was taken followed by breaking up each stimulating frequency's 
fundamental frequency, first harmonic and second harmonic (known as H1, H2, H3 
here). Since the harmonic sums for 6Hz would typically be larger in the PSD than 
sums at 13Hz, the DFT bin feature vectors are normalized first prior to 
classification. The HSD classifier in Equation (3.6) is unassuming yet extremely 
robust in its simplicity. The BLn-1 values are the inverse baseline of each flicker 
frequency and are derived from the DFT taken from 1.5 seconds of rest interval 
data. The largest of the four harmonic sums is the winning class. This simple yet 
effective classifier is the basis for all classification performed in the experiments 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
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LH;6. BL6-l 'LH; 7. BL T 1 ' 
i=l 
class = arg max i=l (3.6) 
3 3 
LH;8 ·BL8-l ·LH)3 · BL13-l 
i=l i= l 
3.6 Time-based Models 
In one way or another, all of the SSVEP BCI models in Section 3.5 use a spectral 
estimation method (typically the DFT) for transforming raw EEG signal into the 
frequency domain. Time-based models, on the other hand, work with raw EEG 
signals (or preprocessed time-based EEG signals) to choose from multiple SSVEP 
flicker frequency classes. There are numerous advantages to using a time-based 
classifier for SSVEP BCis. The first and foremost is that time-based models can 
achieve upwards of 90-100% classification accuracies with as low as 1s of data, 
whereas frequency-based models require at least 3s or 4s of data to obtain stable 
estimates of spectral power. 
One of the more impressive sets of time-based SSVEP BCI models stems from 
Guangyu Bin, Xiaorong Goa, and colleagues at Beijing's Tsinghua University 
(Wennberg et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2007; Voytek et al. 2009; Jia et al. 2011; Y. Li et al. 
2010). CCA is a multivariate statistical method used on two data matrices that may 
or may not share some underlying correlation. CCA measures the linear 
relationship between two multi-dimensional variables, producing canonical 
coefficients that act as weight vectors for transformation of the raw EEG signal. The 
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goal in CCA is to maximize the correlations between the so-called canonical 
variables. 
CCA does not constrain the two sets of multidimensional data, X and Y, unlike 
other correlation-based exploratory statistical methods such as principal 
component, independent component or factor analysis. Rather, CCA finds the 
weight vectors, Wx and WY that maximize correlations between the linear 
combinations of X and Y, i.e. x = XTWx and y = YTWY . This max canonical 
correlation, p, is calculated as follows: 
E[xT y] 
max p (x ,y) = ---r======-=--
wx,w, ~E[xT x]E[yT y ] 
E[W: XYTWY] 
(3.7) 
Binet al.'s CCA model is shown below in Figure 3-11 (Miller et al. 2009; Bin, 
Gao, Yan, et al. 2009). First, a template reference signal, Y, is made for each of the 
stimulating frequencies; this reference signal (a pure sinusoid) consists of a matrix 
of the fundamental and harmonic frequencies over time at the same sampling rate 
as the EEG signal, as well as the same number of time samples in the vector. Each 
electrode's signal, then, is processed via the CCA algorithm at the reference/EEG 
buffered signal length and outputs a canonical correlation. The max correlation is 
considered the winner. Of the twelve participants that tested the online version of 
this particular setup, the average number of correct hits was 28.6 out of 30. The 
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authors found a similar increase in classification accuracy as the sample buffer 
length increased over time. 
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Figure 3-11. Diagram of Binet al.'s CCA model for an online SSVEP BCI. 
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Researchers at NeuroSky have also recently tested a time-based classifier 
based on the work by Muller-Putz and colleagues (Miiller-Putz et al. 2008; Luo and 
Sullivan 2010). Using the SLIC method, SSVEP classifications can be made by 
computing the correlation between ERPs that are time-locked to the stimulus onset 
and participant's known response to a particular flicker frequency. This method 
requires precise knowledge of stimulus onset to work correctly as well as dedicated 
stimulus presentation hardware in order to assure accurate correlation of ERPs to 
flicker timing. 
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After SLIC features were extracted from one electrode's EEG signal at a 
predetermined sample length, Four LDAs were performed on the SLIC features to 
determine whether a particular flicker frequency was attended to or not. The 
greatest of these four LDA outputs was chosen if it exceeded a certain threshold 
value; if the threshold is reached a "YES" is given. Lastly, if enough "YES" LDA 
outputs are collected over a certain amount of time, a decision is made. This same 
system was used only with frequency-based PSD feature extraction to compare 
classification accuracies. The group average for SLIC performance for this four-
choice task was 87.5% and 82.1% for PSD-based performance. 
Another paper has also recently looked at the difference between frequency-
and time-based SSVEP models by comparing harmonic frequency detection (using 
PSD estimation) to CCA detection (Hakvoort and Reuderink 2011). The same CCA 
methods used in the Bin et al. paper mentioned earlier in this section were 
compared to a simplified version of the HSD frequency classifier. Similar to Bin et 
al., the authors found that the CCA method performed anywhere from 10-55% 
better across a number of stimulating frequencies and across subjects. 
Lastly, a very different approach to time-based SSVEP decoding, originally 
used by Sutter in his 1992 brain response interface paper (see Figure 3-2), has 
become en vogue once more. Rather than extremely precise flicker frequency 
stimuli, one can use something called the m-sequence - also known as a 
pseudorandom sequence - as a viable SSVEP BCI stimulus. Bin and colleagues have 
described a visual evoked potential BCI model using m-sequences in a recent IEEE 
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magazine article (Haas 2003; Bin, Gao, Wang, et al. 2009). Briefly, them-sequence is 
a binary vector sequence generated using maximal linear feedback shift registers. 
The binary m-sequence has an autocorrelation that approximates a Dirac delta 
function, or point process spike, and is nearly orthogonal to its time lag sequence 
(i.e., versions of the sequence created by shifting one or more bits to the left or 
right). With regards to stimulus flashing, "l"s turn the flash on while "O"s turn the 
flash off in a pseudorandom sequence over a fixed time length. This same sequence 
can be shifted to the left or right, resulting in a time/phase shift by a certain 
number of frames in order to elicit different time-lagged stimulus onset and offset 
responses for a large number of spatially separated frame-staggered stimulus 
options. 
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Figure 3-12. Example of a binary m-sequence staggered to the right four 
frames for six different stimuli (Bin, Gao, Wang, et al. 2009). 
In order to identify which m-sequence, frame-staggered stimulus is being 
attended to, a template matching system is required. First, a training session is run 
whereby the user fixates on one of the flashing targets as a fixed length of EEG data 
is collected for N stimulation cycles. The template is simply the average of the N 
cycles, time-locked to the start of the stimulus presentation, of collected EEG data 
during the training session. With k0 being the averaged template stimulus, 
templates for all other stimuli can be obtained by shifting T(t): 
(3 .8) 
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Equation (3.8) finds the proper time lag between the template and each stimulus 
shifted around that template target. Next, the correlation coefficient between 
incoming EEG data, x, and template Tk is calculated: 
(3.9) 
Lastly, the target template that maximizes Pk is considered the class winner. Non-
spectral, statistical correlation methods such as the m-sequence correlation 
algorithm discussed above are powerful time-based SSVEP BCI models that are 
gaining popularity in the BCI field and show promise for future practical BCI system 
development. 
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4 A Practical SSVEP BCI Feasibility Study 
Other than a few P300 Speller pilot studies in recent years (Vaughan et al. 2006; 
Krusienski and Wolpaw 2009), BCI technology has been confined primarily to the 
laboratory. The primary purpose of this dissertation was to create a BCI that was 
robust enough to handle real-world, in-home use by individuals with severe motor 
impairments such as ALS or LIS. There are a number of reasons why practical BCI 
development is just now becoming feasible: 
• Lack of computing power. It was inconceivable even a decade ago to 
run stimulus presentation, EEG acquisition, and algorithm decoding all 
on one laptop. For this reason, many early BCI studies collected data and 
analyzed results offline. 
• Lack of portability. Running BCis from workstations with fast monitors 
is not sufficient for everyday use. The same is true for stationary, as 
opposed to mobile/wireless, EEG systems. 
• Inadequate electrode transmission. Difficulty getting signals from a 
portable EEG cap to a computer without requiring tethered wires has 
been a stumbling block until recently with the advent of Bluetooth data 
sending capabilities. 
• Algorithm development. BCI artifact removal, feature extraction, and 
classification methods have matured and refined dramatically in the 
past several decades. 
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• User needs. Many studies use healthy controls to test their BCis, yet 
tailoring BCis to individuals with severe motor disabilities requires 
understanding the user interface needs they require - not just focusing 
on classification rates and higher bit-rates. 
This study aimed to address each of these concerns in order to develop a 
robust noninvasive EEG-based BCI using the steady-state visual evoked response 
due to its high bit-rates and lack of long training sessions. The goal of the following 
experiment was to determine whether or not an SSVEP-controlled BCI is a feasible 
option for severely motor impaired individual use. A tandem objective is to 
validate/ confirm the Unlock Project system is functioning usefully for both 
paralyzed and healthy participants. 
4.1 Methods 
4.1.1 Participants 
Control participants were 14 healthy adults (9 women, 5 men; age range = 
22 - 65; mean age = 32, SD = 14.41). No visual, motor, or cognitive deficits were 
reported for any of the individuals in the study. Due to the nature of the SSVEP 
stimulus presentation method, participants also had no prior history of epilepsy or 
susceptibility to seizures brought on by flashing light. Paralyzed participants 
consisted of 5 adults (1 woman, 4 men; age range = 29 - 64; mean age = 46, SD = 
14.59). Two paralyzed individuals had traumatic brain injuries resulting in 
brainstem strokes; two participants had ALS and one individual had a form of 
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Parkinson's known as Progressive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP). Informed consent was 
obtained from all control subjects in accordance with the Boston University 
Institutional Review Board. For paralyzed participants, informed consent was 
obtained by a caregiver with power of attorney on behalf of the study participant. 
Paralyzed participants also were asked to communicate assent to study procedures. 
4.1.2 Hardware 
Recording was performed with the g.Tec MOBilab+ (Guger Technologies, Graz, AT). 
Three active electrodes were used for SSVEP - 01, Oz, and 02 - and one active 
electrode for eye blink detection placed at AF8 over the right lower temple. A 
passive ground was placed in the center of the forehead at FPz and a reference ear 
clip was attached to the right ear. EEG signal was acquired at 256 samples per 
second and sent wirelessly via Bluetooth to a Lenovo ThinkPad running Ubuntu 
12.04. A custom wrapper from g.Tec's C++ API to Python was created in order to 
acquire and modify raw, real-time EEG signals in Python. 
4.1.3 Software 
The Unlock Project API, as described in Section 2.4.3, was used for raw EEG signal 
preprocessing, SSVEP stimulation, user neurofeedback, screen display items, 
artifact detection, feature extraction, and classification. Table 4-1 gives a brief 
overview of the software and algorithmic structure used in this initial test run of 
the Unlock Project API and all its components running at once. 
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BCI System 1.0 
Computer jOSjLanguage Lenovo ThinkPad running Python on Linux OS 
SSVEP Stimulation Method LCD laptop screen with rectangular checkerboards 
Artifact Detection Method Running mean for eye blink detection 
Feature Extraction Method 4s FFT with frequency bin averaging 
Classification Method HSD 
Table 4-1. Initial BCI study system plan using the Unlock Project API. 
4.1.4 Stimulation 
The screen refresh rate of the ThinkPad was 75Hz. The experiment presented four 
on-off checkerboard pattern SSVEP stimuli that were 600 pixels wide by 100 pixels 
high for the top and bottom stimuli, and a 90-degree rotation (100x600 pixels) for 
left and right stimuli. Analysis was performed beforehand to ensure that the screen 
draw refresh rate was at or around 60 frames per second in order to obtain precise 
enough stimulus presentation for the SSVEP paradigm. The checkerboard was 
white-black for optimal contrast with the rest of the screen being black, thus the 
checks that were black remained black in the on-off pattern whereas white checks 
alternated between white and black. An alternate square 250x250 pixel 
checkerboard with an x- and y-spatial frequency of 5 (where a "1" is 100px) was 
also used for comparison to the rectangular stimulus described earlier in order to 
test variations in stimulus shape and spatial frequency. Lastly, the participant sat 
approximately 60cm from the screen in order to maximize SSVEP response in V1 
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approximately 60cm from the screen in order to maximize SSVEP response in V1 
for one stimulus direction without interfering with the other three checkerboards 
on the screen. 
4.1.5 Procedure 
Frequency Sweep Configuration 
Each participant began with an initial SSVEP frequency configuration run whereby 
the participant was shown a text cue in the screen's center for 2s indicating the 
direction to attend (Up, Down, Left, Right). The participant was then asked to 
attend to one of the four SSVEP frequencies flickering for Ss in duration. 
Participants were told not to move their head and restrict eye movements to a 
minimum. The flicker frequencies were displayed in random order and chosen 
from a set of ten possible options: 6.67, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.57, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, and 
16.0 Hz. Each of these ten frequencies was chosen as the trial attend direction 
target 5 times per frequency, resulting in 50 total trials. These particular 
frequencies were originally used because they are either integer divisors of 60Hz or 
commonly used SSVEP stimulating frequencies. 
Four-choice SSVEP Online Prediction 
For this task, subjects were shown a 2s text cue on the screen's center, instructing 
them to attend to one of four directions as described above for the frequency 
configuration run. After the cue presentation, subjects were instructed to hold their 
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fixation on the attended flicker frequency direction for 4s. A fixed set of flicker 
frequencies (12.0, 13.0, 14.0, and 15.0 Hz, representing up, down, left and right in 
that order) were used for comparison across all participants. A real-time feedback 
"thumbs up" was displayed if a correct prediction of the attended direction was 
made or a "thumbs down" if the BCI algorithm guessed incorrectly. Once the 
prediction cue disappears, a blank 1s inter-stimulus interval was given before 
starting the next trial. At least four runs were performed for each subject with each 
run consisting of 20 total trials- five repetitions per flicker frequency in each of the 
four attended stimulus directions. 
4.1.6 SSVEP Prediction 
Preprocessing 
The SSVEP decoder acquires data sampled at 256Hz, adding it to a buffer until four 
seconds (or 1024 samples per channel) of data is buffered. For preprocessing, zero-
mean normalization is applied to the four-second segment of data. A Butterworth 
bandpass filter was initially used but is unnecessary given that higher and lower 
frequency components are not accounted for using the HSD classifier method. Thus, 
the bandpass filter was removed to save on computational power. Another 
preprocessing step that was only used for offline testing in a few participants 
creates a baseline power spectral FFT vector based on the subject's rest period 
data. Having the subject stare at a blank screen for twenty seconds was used as a 
simple calibration run. From this data, the mean can be taken over five four-second 
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power spectral estimate. This method can be used as an alternative to subtracting 
the 4s trial mean as discussed above. 
Feature extraction 
After the buffered data is preprocessed for 01, Oz and 02 electrodes, the FFT and 
absolute value is calculated over each electrode. Since the four stimulating 
frequencies used are close together in the spectral space, it is assumed that using 
the magnitude-based FFT is sufficient as opposed to the log10-based FFT. Both 
variations were analyzed for offline classification purposes and showed similar 
accuracies, although the magnitude-based FFT seemed to perform slightly higher, 
thus only the magnitude-based FFT was used for online prediction. For offline 
analysis, an alternative power spectral estimate using the multi-taper method 
(MTM) was calculated as a classification comparison with FFT results. Results 
comparing these two methods are discussed in detail in the results section. Once 
preprocessed data was converted into the frequency domain, a 0.2Hz window was 
taken over each of the four stimulating frequencies and their first harmonics. For 
example, with a 15Hz stimulus all the spectral values between 14.9 to 15.1Hz as 
well as those between 29.9 to 30.1Hz were extracted. 
Classification 
Once harmonic windows are found for each of the stimulating frequencies, the 
mean value within the fundamental frequency (FF) window and first harmonic 
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(H1) window are found for each electrode. The mean value over each electrode is 
then taken for both the FF and H1 windows. Lastly, these two values are summed. 
This renders one harmonic sum per flicker frequency, and the argmax of these four 
is considered the attended direction. This process is then once every four seconds 
(with no overlap of 4s windows). 
4.1.7 EOG Selection 
For the static and hierarchy grid tasks, the adaptive mean estimation technique 
used by Vidaurre et al. was implemented in order to detect eye blinks, shown below 
in Equation (3.10)(Vidaurre et al. 2011). The researchers in this paper found that 
the optimal update coefficient value, 171!, is 0.05, thus it was used in our setup as 
well. 
(3.10) 
Eye blinks create very distinct patterns in the EEG signal and with this simple 
adaptive mean estimation equation we were able to smooth the incoming samples 
and set a threshold. This eye blink threshold was different for each subject and was 
adjusted manually as needed. If two eye blinks were above the threshold and 
separated by at least ZOOms, this was classified as a double eye blink or "1" in the 
binary switch. This double blink timing parameter was also subject-dependent. 
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4.2 Results 
4.2.1 Frequency Sweep Configuration 
Each participant in the study began the session with a configuration run to see 
which frequencies would be best to use for a four-choice SSVEP decision task. The 
four best frequency outputs from the algorithm were not used for the task in the 
following section, since the goal for that study was to compare the same four 
frequency responses across all participants. Figure 4-1 shows a typical PSD output 
of the top four (in blue colors) and bottom four (in orange colors) stimulating 
frequencies averaged over each of the ten displayed frequencies. It is noteworthy 
that the top four frequencies tend to have a sharper peak than the bottom four. 
After looking at the data across all frequencies, several participants had 
similar "top four" outputs (see Figure 4-2). In other words, this figure looks at how 
many of the participants had a certain stimulating frequency chosen as the best, 
second best, etc. from the list of viewed SSVEPs. Both 7Hz and 8Hz were standouts 
among a majority of participants as being the top two frequencies picked based 
solely on the sum of fundamental and harmonic amplitude values alone. The log-
transformed PSD was used to account for any bias towards lower frequencies in the 
power spectrum. As for the bottom four choices (see Figure 4-3), 15, and 16Hz 
stimulating frequencies consistently showed lower SSVEP responses. These top and 
bottom calibration frequency result figures consist of both control and paralyzed 
participants. 
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Figure 4-1. Top and bottom four calibration frequencies. The top four 
frequency PSD amplitudes are shown in blue colors and the bottom four 
frequency PSD amplitudes are shown in orange colors. 
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Figure 4-2. Number of times a calibration frequency was in the top four 
frequencies selected for all participants. Top Frequency #1 constitutes the 
stimulating frequency picked the most number of times during the SSVEP 
frequency calibration run. In this experiment, 7Hz was "chosen" the most 
number of times. 
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Figure 4-3. Number of times a calibration frequency was in the bottom four 
frequencies selected for all participants. Low Frequency #1 constitutes the 
frequency least picked by n participants' attention to that particular SSVEP 
flicker rate. In this experiment, 16Hz was the least picked ofthe group. 
4.2.2 Four-Choice SSVEP BCI 
Each of the participants in this study performed at least four runs of the four-choice 
SSVEP task. After two runs using the rectangular checkerboard setup, square 
checkerboards were then tested with varying spatial frequencies. This was done 
because certain participants performed better with more dense, square stimuli, 
whereas others performed drastically worse after this change. 
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Control group 
Figure 4-4 shows average PSDs of a typical control participant run consisting of 40 
four-choice SSVEP trials. The top plot shows the stimulating frequency response, 
and the bottom plot shows the first harmonic response for each direction. Since the 
HSD classifier sums the response of both the fundamental and first harmonic, it is 
helpful to have accurate peaks in both PSD frequency ranges. Unfortunately, this is 
often not the case. The bottom plot of Figure 4-4 shows a very weak first harmonic 
response to 12Hz stimuli, whereas for 15Hz stimuli the first harmonic response is 
much more discriminable from the other three frequencies. 
Paralyzed group 
As for paralyzed participants, the PSD peak responses were not nearly as 
discernable as those seen for control participants. The plots shown in Figure 4-5 
are from a participant with locked-in syndrome due to a brain stem stroke nearly a 
decade ago. Compared to the control participant's SSVEP responses, most severely 
paralyzed individuals were unable to match the classification accuracies obtained 
for control participants; this directly correlates to the lack of differentiable PSD 
peaks across each of the four frequencies displayed. Also, there is a very strong 
alpha response that could be interfering with selection of the attended stimulating 
frequency. 
Despite the lower accuracies seen in the severely motor-impaired group, 
each of these five participants was able to control at least one or two of the four 
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SSVEP attend directions as shown in Table 4-2. Participant SSVEP-P-001 had ALS 
and was able to attend to each SSVEP direction without any problems, and this is 
reflected in his higher accuracies across all directions. Participant SSVEP-P-002 also 
had ALS and was able to control both Up and Down directions. His accuracies 
dropped for right trials in particular due to difficulty seeing clearly through his 
right eye. Left trials were also difficult for him because of the angle of the screen 
relative to his reclined wheelchair position. Participant SSVEP-P-003 suffered from 
a traumatic brain injury (TBI) and was unable to keep his head positioned straight 
ahead in his wheelchair. To accommodate his needs, we positioned the laptop 
running the SSVEP BCI on a tray to his left side so that he could rest his head 
comfortably to one side. This positioning may have caused difficulties for this 
subject to see all four SSVEP stimuli clearly, and could be why only left and up 
directions showed accuracies above chance. Participant SSVEP-P-004 had 
Progressive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP) and squinted through a majority of the 
SSVEP trials due to blurry visions brought on by her condition. She was also unable 
to see anything underneath her, which is why her Down trials all had 0% accuracy. 
Lastly, participant SSVEP-P-005 suffered from a TBI and reported no particular 
visual deficiencies, however, he did acknowledge having difficulty attending to the 
SSVEP stimuli for long periods of time and grew tired after only a few runs. This 
particular participant also had very limited eye movement as well as eye blinking 
abilities that may have made it difficult for him to attend anywhere other than Up 
(as noted by his high accuracy only in this direction). 
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Subject ID Total% Up% Down% Left% Right% Correct Correct Correct Correct Correct 
SSVEP-P-001 50.42 67.5 45 41.67 47.5 
SSVEP-P-002 41.67 41.67 83.33 25 16.67 
SSVEP-P-003 20 40 0 75 10 
SSVEP-P-004 31.25 40 0 75 10 
SSVEP-P-005 31.25 70 25 15 15 
Table 4-2. Total, and individual attend direction, percent correct accuracies 
for all five paralyzed participants. Accuracies high enough to possibly be 
used for control are shown in bold, larger fonts. 
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Figure 4-4. Average SSVEP Up, Down, Left, Right PSD values for a control 
participant. The participant was shown 12, 13, 14, and 15Hz stimulating 
frequencies. (Top) Fundamental frequency amplitudes for each of the four 
SSVEP directions. (Bottom) First harmonic amplitudes for each of the four 
SSVEP directions in the same run. 
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Figure 4-5. Average SSVEP Up, Down, Left, Right PSD for a locked-in brain 
stem stroke participant. The participant was shown 12, 13, 14, and 15Hz 
stimulating frequencies. Fundamental frequency amplitudes for each of the 
four SSVEP directions (Top). First harmonic amplitudes for each of the four 
SSVEP directions in the same run (Bottom). 
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An analysis of maximal PSD amplitudes was also performed in order to 
discern differences across the fundamental frequency and first harmonic responses 
for each attended direction. Figure 4-6 shows the average maximum PSD response 
for a control participant across all runs. First, it is obvious from this figure that the 
UP attended frequency, which was 12Hz here, had a far greater response for this 
particular participant than the other three frequencies. Were the frequency sweep 
configuration outputs used for this task, the max PSD amplitudes may have been 
more homogenous and also rendered higher classification rates overall. Also worth 
noting is the trend towards increased max PSD amplitudes after each run. This 
increased amplitude response trend was similar across a number of participants, a 
tendency that supports the claim that more exposure to SSVEP stimuli can increase 
classification accuracies. 
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Figure 4-6. Maximum PSD Amplitudes over all SSVEP Up, Down, Left, Right runs 
for a control participant. For each attended direction, the average maximum PSD 
value was calculated over all trials within a run. The fundamental frequency (FF) 
max response is show in blue; the first harmonic (Hl) max response is shown in 
green. 
Figure 4-7 shows the same results and trends as the prior figure only for a 
paralyzed participant. One differentiating factor between the control and paralyzed 
groups was a decrease in the fundamental frequency response for paralyzed 
participants. Lastly, with regards to PSD harmonic frequency response, Figure 4-8 
simply gives another way of viewing fundamental and harmonic frequency data 
from all participants in the study. For this figure, each participant is represented as 
either a blue circle (control) or a green square (paralyzed). The max PSD amplitude 
values from Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 are used to plot x-y points. This was done in 
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order to see if any noticeable clusters emerged between the two groups, yet no 
discernable group differences were seen in this respect. 
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Although there were no PSD clustering differences between the two groups, 
there was a notable split seen for classification accuracies as seen in Figure 4-9. 
Overall, paralyzed participants (shown in blue) performed worse than those in the 
control group (shown in green). The two higher functioning participants in the 
paralyzed group both had ALS yet were able to communicate via either an eye gaze 
tracker or having a loved one lip-read. Both of these participants were locked-in yet 
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highly attentive and cognitively aware individuals, and thus performed much better 
during the four-choice SSVEP task than the other more low-functioning severely 
motor-impaired individuals in this study. 
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Figure 4-9. Mean classification percent accuracy results over four runs for 
both control (green) and paralyzed (blue) participant groups. Individual 
results for controls are shown in light green and those for the motor-
impaired group are shown in light blue. 
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Figure 4-10 clearly demonstrates the differences in percent correct across 
all runs for the two groups. This result was confirmed quantitatively via a one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for class accuracies comparing the two groups: 
control versus paralyzed. The ANOVA analysis revealed a main effect of subject 
group (p < 0.001) which indicates the two groups showed statistically significant 
differences in classification accuracies. 
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In order to test whether or not these low classification accuracies in the 
paralyzed group were due to the feature estimation method used, three variations 
of calculating the PSD were compared before running the HSD algorithm (see 
Figure 4-11). For both groups, the percent correct scores shifted slightly - for 
better and worse - but there was no significant advantage seen for one PSD 
calculation method over the others for either population group. To validate this 
result, a one-way ANOVA was run across the three groups: HSD-FFT-Magnitude, 
HSD-FFT-Log10, and HSD-MTM-Magnitude. There were no significant main effects 
of PSD method (p = 0.1154), thus the null hypothesis could not be rejected. No 
particular method variation tested here was statistically different in obtaining 
higher accuracies than the other two. 
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of the four-choice SSVEP experiment. 
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Figure 4-11. Comparison of three different HSD power spectrum analysis 
techniques across control (blue) and paralyzed (green) participant groups. 
a) HSD with FFT magnitude was used; b) HSD with FFT loglO was used; and 
c) HSD with MTM magnitude was used. 
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4.2.3 Alpha Response 
An alpha response task was also performed halfway through the study on several 
control participants. The results, shown below in Figure 4-12, demonstrate the 
viability of the closed eyes alpha response as a binary switch. Most of the 
participants that ran the alpha response task saw peaks in the typical alpha 
oscillation range of 8-12Hz. This task also shows that after only ls of closed eyes 
the alpha response is significantly different than background noise in the EEG 
signal, making it a potentially quick selection mechanism. This significance was 
tested using a one-way ANOVA separately comparing the six eye close segment 
times as groups (O.Ss, l.Os, l.Ss, 2.0s, 2.5s and 3.0s) to a PSD baseline value. This 
baseline was derived by taking the mean PSD value across OHz to 20Hz in all trials. 
To be conservative, 20Hz (rather than a higher PSD range) was used in order to 
create as high of a baseline noise level as possible. With this higher baseline 
estimate, the ANOVA analysis revealed a main effect of subject group (p < 0.001), 
showing that even only half of a second could be used to predict a change in alpha 
from baseline. As is evident in Figure 4-12, this change from baseline increases 
with every half-second interval in which the user closes his or her eyes. 
This same task was tested on several paralyzed participants, however, the 
trials and interstimulus intervals within the run were far too short for these 
individuals to open and close their eyes in time, thus the data collected was 
unusable from these individuals. Were future experiments to be performed testing 
the alpha response in severely motor-impaired individuals, a more thoughtful 
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paradigm setup should be considered that allows for increased effort and time 
required to open and close one's eyes. This also illustrates the need for 
individualized BCI setup and comprehensive assessment/evaluation. 
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Figure 4-12. Participant SSVEP-H-005 average PSD amplitude response to 
"close eyes" prompts ranging from 0.5 - 3.0s. The x-axis shows this response 
ranging from 8 to 13Hz. 
4.3 Discussion 
In this study both healthy and severely motor-impaired individuals tested a 
number of practical SSVEP-based BCI system variations in order to increase 
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classification accuracies for potential in-home use. A good portion of control 
individuals obtained 60-70% correct accuracies (low compared to the studies 
discussed in Chapter 3), and the classification accuracies were even lower for most 
paralyzed participants. There are numerous reasons for this dip in accuracy. First, 
attending to an SSVEP stimulus can be tiring from a cognitive standpoint, especially 
if eye movement control is severely impaired, and the LIS individuals reported a 
much faster fatigue rate when performing these tasks compared to control 
participants. Second, four of the five paralyzed participants in this study suffered 
from visual deficits in one form or another. One individual was unable to see 
anything below them in their foveated vision whereas two others had completely 
unreliable eye movements to the left and right. The inability to focus on the SSVEP 
stimulus due to blurriness or direct attention could be a cause for less robust 
neural activation in the primary visual cortex. These V1 neural responses can also 
drop when a user has poor peripheral vision or is unable to foveate toward the 
target SSVEP stimulus. 
Issues such as these illustrate the fact that, were an SSVEP BCI to be 
practically useful for severely paralyzed individuals, to the degree possible, 
stimulus location on a screen should be tailored to each user's particular attention 
andjor eye control constraints. Also, more sophisticated decoding methods are 
needed, particularly those that take into consideration individual-specific patterns 
of response to the flashing stimuli and compare a user's response pattern during 
BCI use with a baseline pattern specific to that individual in order to detect 
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directional commands. Another option is to change the classifier used. CCA is a 
promising technique that is gaining momentum in SSVEP BCI research, and 
warrants further exploration. Initial studies were performed with CCA in the lab, 
yet displaying SSVEP stimuli on a laptop can show inconsistencies in flicker rates 
that make CCA untenable. For this method to be useful, LEDs would most likely 
need to be attached to the edges of the laptop screen in order to eliminate the 
potential issues of computational processing power and screen refresh rates. In 
some cases a four-choice SSVEP BCI may not be viable but a two-choice option 
could be coupled with other non-BCI selection mechanisms to create a working 
alternative system. Adding EOG or alpha rhythm responses are other viable 
alternatives that deserver further exploration. 
Although classification accuracies may have been low for several 
individuals, nearly all participants in the study demonstrated increases in accuracy 
for a four-choice SSVEP task over time. Given that the SSVEP stimulus was novel to 
all the participants in this study, it is hoped that regular exposure to such stimuli by 
paralyzed users would increase accuracies over time. 
Lastly, with regards to the hierarchy and static grid tasks, the switch from 
cued attend direction to free movement in a grid poses a number of problems. One 
key issue is developing a strategy for knowing where your target is on the screen 
while doing your best to relax and focus on the stimulus frequency of the box to be 
advanced. In order to reduce cognitive strain and frustration from incorrect SSVEP 
movements, smaller grid sizes should make movement through a discrete grid of 
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choices an easier task. For example, a grid composed of letters along with ten extra 
characters (such as space, delete, backspace, period, etc.) can be represented with a 
few extra characters in just a 6x6 grid. The results from this SSVEP BCI study 
helped shape the user interface design of the communication application discussed 
in the next chapter. 
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5 Intelligent User Interface VOCA Design 
5.1 Intelligent User Interface Overview 
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is an interdisciplinary field that unites concepts 
taken from computer science, neuroscience, cognitive psychology, graphic design 
and other fields, building new ways for people and computers to interact. More 
specifically, a relatively new subfield of research, intelligent user interface (lUI) 
design, has emerged in order to address HCI techniques by merging artificial 
intelligence methods into the HCI corpus (Lopez Jaquero et al. 2009). lUis, then, are 
human-machine interfaces that should improve efficiency, effectiveness, and the 
natural interaction between user and device. By including the domain of artificial 
intelligence into the equation, lUis fuse knowledge of cognitive science with all the 
areas traversing this wide, interdisciplinary field - vision, speech and language 
processing, planning, reward, spatial attention, learning and memory, among other 
fields .. 
There are also numerous cognitive (e.g., perceptual, attention, and memory) 
principles discussed in the HCI literature that will inevitably need to be addressed 
when creating practical BCis. These methods are beyond the scope of this 
dissertation but should be a helpful foundation in building user-centered BCI apps. 
For example, according to a foundational paper by Mark Maybury (one of the early 
lUI design advocates), well designed intelligent interfaces, and traditional 
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interfaces for that matter, should be three things: learnable, usable, and 
transparent (Maybury 1999) 
Maybury also provides a simple diagram in this paper of what an lUI would 
entail as shown in Figure 5-1. Despite the rapid change in computing power since 
the writing of that article nearly 15 years ago, the principles of lUI design remain 
largely the same today as they did then. The main three sections of this diagram 
involve: 
1. Presentation as represented by input processing and output rendering; 
2. Dialog control as an overlap between the media analysis/design subareas 
with the interaction management modules; and 
3. Application interface that represents models, such as those seen on the 
bottom of Figure 5-1, supporting intelligent interaction. 
Input 
Processing 
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Interaction 
Management 
Figure 5-1. Maybury's 1998 architecture of a sample intelligent user 
interface. 
Traditional user interfaces dealt only with presentation, dialog and 
application in a simple input/output manner, whereas intelligent interfaces take 
into account variability across users and move beyond canned text, sounds, or 
images. One difficulty with this merging of multimedia components is knowing how 
to coordinate mouse clicks, voice recognition commands, keyboard presses and 
other computer inputs in a holistic and meaningful way. For example, with regards 
to the lUI being constructed in this dissertation it was difficult to merge sensor data 
such as global positioning system (GPS) coordinates and facial recognition with 
text-based natural language processing (NLP) prediction outputs. For this reason, 
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fusion of these two elements was considered beyond the scope of this dissertation 
and is being pursued as a future direction. 
A key asset to resolving some of these issues is the context-sensitive 
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) device work begun by Rupal 
Patel and colleagues in the MIT Media Lab and Northeastern University. An early 
goal was to combine multimodal sensing of a user via haptic, visual, and auditory 
inputs with machine learning techniques (Patel 1998). Once the system is trained, a 
user would make some form of salient behavior that the algorithm recognizes to 
perform a given action or task. For individuals with severe speech impairment, a 
teachable interface that uses multimodal cues may be more efficient and reliable 
than traditional mouse/keyboard setups. A context-aware interface can receive 
real-time feedback from a user in order to adapt to the individual's specific 
intentions. Further, in Patel's 1998 paper, the system's goal was to translate 
unintelligible vocal sounds into either computer-guided actions or speech 
synthesizer outputs. 
In a later study, GPS was used as a context-aware input sensor for a 
communication aid (Dominowska, Roy, and Patel 2002). Traditional AAC devices 
rely on static layouts to display vocabulary, a method that can make 
communication a long, tedious process in everyday scenarios. An adaptive 
communication display, on the other hand, can dynamically change the layout of 
symbols based on the needs of the individual, taking into account geographic 
location in a similar way to that proposed in Section 5.4.1. Dominowska and 
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colleagues created a chat room interface that loaded location-specific vocabulary to 
use GPS as contextual cues to vocabulary choices. This work was taken one step 
further (Patel 2007) by improving access to situational vocabulary via GPS to 
predict vocabulary. 
5.2 Qualitative User Report Summary 
Building BCI algorithms is only the first half of developing a successful real-world 
application - BCI user experience and feedback must also be addressed. Each 
paralyzed BCI user in our study reacted to the Unlock Project system in a unique 
way. Thus a qualitative AAC BCI survey (see Appendix A) of user experience was 
administered to obtain information about the protocol and relevant HCI 
considerations (Chin, Diehl, and Norman 1988). This questionnaire helped refine 
the system and tailor it to user needs in future iterations. 
The qualitative survey probed participants with severe speech and motor 
impairments about impact of the shape, screen position placement and frequency 
as well as issues of cognitive strain or task difficulty. Independent of comments 
regarding the SSVEP stimulus itself, several questions in the survey delved into 
individual communication methods, reading capacity, willingness to learn a new 
form of communication, and preference for what type of interaction they would 
have with the computer. 
This last question regarding interaction preference with the application 
prompted a complete rethinking of the ContextSpeak communication application 
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constructed in this dissertation. The original idea was to create a corpus of canned 
phrases that ALS/LIS users would most likely "say" during the course of daily life. A 
set of eight different high-level categories such as urgent requests, medical or 
feelings & emotions were created, and each of these categories contained 24 phrases 
pertaining to that particular topic. For example, in feelings & emotions there were 
phrases including: "I am feeling happy" or "I don't like that." A separate 
questionnaire was also created in order to refine this list of phrases by asking the 
caregivers of each subject to list common things they'd expect their patient or loved 
one to say in various scenarios throughout the day. 
This particular questionnaire was to be filled out after the BCI experiment 
session, yet none of our participants completed this portion of the experimental 
paradigm. We learned from most (if not all) of the paralyzed subjects that canned 
phrases were highly undesirable as a form of communication! One of the ALS 
subjects still had excellent eye gaze control and preferred communicating via his 
DynaVox system that efficiently spelled out full sentences. When asked about the 
proposed ContextSpeak phrases, his speech synthesizer speakers resonated a 
strong "no". With regards to context-specific adaptive spelling, however, this same 
individual became very excited at the prospect of increasing his eye gaze-controlled 
typing speed. Even for users unable to communicate well with an existing VOCA 
system, phrases were not preferable. Knowing this helped shape the context-based 
lUI for BCI use that is discussed in Section 5.4 (Reich 2005; Glennen and DeCoste 
1997; Schlosser and Wendt 2008). 
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5.3 VOCA Devices for the Severely Motor-Impaired 
The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association estimated in 1991 that more 
than two million individuals in the United States alone were unable to communicate 
using speech or had other severe communication issues (Reich 2005; Glennen and 
DeCoste 1997; Schlosser and Wendt 2008). VOCAs have been developed in order to 
help this population interact with their environment. In general, AAC systems 
include unaided methods such as gesturing and sign language as well as aided 
options such as picture symbol boards and computer systems with synthesized 
speech (i.e., VOCAs). Before discussing the Unlock Project approach to VOCA user 
interface design, we first look at current technology in both traditional AAC 
hardware and the more recent trend towards tablet-based communication aids. 
5.3.1 Traditional VOCAs 
The pool of companies producing dedicated VOCA hardware is relatively small 
considering the relatively large number of people that rely on this technology to 
adequately communicate with others. Figure 5-3 shows four common VOCAs 
available for individuals searching popular AAC options. As one can see from these 
four systems, they all look and feel remarkably similar and have similar technical 
specifications as well. 
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a) 
c) d) 
Figure 5-2. Popular VOCA devices currently available on the market. a) 
DynaVox Vmax+; b) PRC Accent 1200; c) Saltillo NOVA Chat 10; d) Words+ 
Con versa. 
According to recent academic paper reviews of AAC adaptation among ALS 
users, the largest technological advancement centers on the addition of eye gaze 
tracking (Coyle et al. 2004; Beukelman, Fager, and Nordness 2011; Beukelman et al. 
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2007; Fried-Oken et al. 2006). This addition to commercially available VOCAs 
marked a significant advancement in helping individuals with severe motor 
impairment to select speech items on a screen for synthesizer output. Despite this 
advance in hardware, many of the VOCAs shown above remain fairly static with 
regards to software development. 
5.3.2 Tablet Apps 
Dedicated VOCA hardware systems can be expensive, bulky, and difficult to travel 
with effectively, and software development for these systems may be limited due to 
the restrictive screen or sensor capabilities of these systems. Some of these issues 
have been bypassed thanks to the boom in tablet app creation for devices like the 
Apple iPad or Android-based systems such as the Samsung Galaxy. The website 
AppsForAAC.net updates an ever-growing list of apps available for the iPhonejiPod, 
the iPad or both. In their "Symbol Grid System" and "Text To Speech" categories 
there were well over 20-30 apps of each type, with some overlap between the two. 
A sample representation of what currently is available in tablet apps can be 
seen in Figure 5-3. Despite its simplistic GUI, the Intellipad iPad app is highly rated 
due to its inclusion of word prediction and a minimal interface. Simple design 
considerations such as this allow users to focus on what matters - communicating 
quickly and efficiently. Another app of note is the Verbally iPad VOCA that offers a 
choice of either word or phrase conversation tabs along with a robust next word 
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prediction feature. From this list it is obvious that app-based VOCAs are the way of 
the future for AAC technology. 
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Figure 5-3. A sample set of tablet VOCA apps. a) KType; b) Assistive Chat; c) 
lntellipad; and d) Verbally. 
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5.3.3 The Unlock Project Approach 
Systems such as the popular Vmax+ by DynaVox Technologies use a portable, 
dedicated Windows-based touch screen system requiring special hardware that can 
be cumbersome for severely motor impaired users, yet a simple tablet device can 
be used instead. Although the brain-computer communication device hypothesized 
here, ContextSpeak, is being developed in Python on a Linux-based laptop 
computer, a future goal of the Unlock Project is to make the API compatible with 
both iOS and Android platforms. 
Many current VOCA applications/devices are still organized as simple grids 
with symbols, pictures, or text displayed separately, which may not adhere to lUI 
principles such as prompt type optimization or navigation accuracy based on 
cognitive variation among LIS individuals compared to those with higher motor 
capabilities (Birbaumer and Cohen 2007; Wallace, Hux, and Beukelman 2010). An 
adaptive, dynamic user interface, on the other hand, can increase communication 
speed as well as connect preceding and upcoming words for more fluid speech 
output. GUI aesthetics also play an important role. A number of VOCAs, both 
traditional and app-based, use stick figures, neon colors, and antiquated clip art 
(approved by the AAC research community) in a grid structure with too many 
selection elements on the screen at one time. Combining user feedback with well-
planned input/output flow, reducing displayed options, and presenting only items 
selected by lUI agents are key aspects of efficient interaction between user and 
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computer. Each of these components should be considered required elements for 
building effective BCI systems in the real world. 
One difficulty with using an SSVEP-based laptop (or tablet) BCI is the 
amount of display space reserved for display of the flickering stimuli as shown in 
Figure 5-4. Flickering SSVEPs could theoretically take up to half the screen space if 
such a setup worked best for a particular user. One solution is to use LEDs for 
stimulation rather than display-drawn checkerboards as discussed in Section 3.3.5; 
LEDs could be clipped to the outer edges of a monitor or tablet, leaving far more 
space for application use. Allocating as much space as possible for application 
display is especially important for motor-impaired users that have vision problems, 
and may be unable to read text or see graphics clearly when below a certain pixel 
size. 
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Figure 5-4. Examples of graphical layouts that can be implemented using the 
proposed framework. (Top) A general description of visual layouts. A section of the 
screen (e.g. the border in this example) is reserved for stimuli and the remaining 
area is partitioned for multiple apps, or displays. (Bottom) Example layouts 
employed in existing framework applications: Screen border SSVEP layout with 
four different stimuli and a single application space (right); split-screen SSVEP 
layout, again with four stimuli and a half-screen application space (left). 
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5.4 Context-based lUis for BCI Use 
Most BCis up until this point have focused primarily on better SNR, higher 
classification rates, and faster bit-rates. All of these are extremely important pieces 
towards building a BCI that could be used one day by severely motor-impaired 
individuals on a daily basis - yet this is only the beginning. How do we move 
beyond bit-rates? How do we build a BCI device that takes the user into account? 
The VOCA devices and apps discussed in this chapter are stepping-stones. 
With the advent of smartphone and tablet technology, however, far greater 
possibilities are waiting to be explored. Arguably the largest leaps forward will 
stem from the arena of context-aware computing. Sensor data is readily available 
in just about every mobile computing device on the market today, data that can be 
accessed and processed in real-time aboard these devices with little effort. 
Smartphone users will be able to get more relevant feedback and prediction from 
Bluetooth-enabled heart rate monitors, sports activity accelerometers, wearable 
sensors, and apps with user "likes" and preferences. Combining user data from 
their smartphone coupled with incoming data from the increasing number of 
wireless sensors being used to monitor daily activities can help discover data 
trends, offer task-related suggestions, or make predictions that would've otherwise 
gone unnoticed. 
Three context-related lUI items were developed for purposes of this 
dissertation. First, an lUI model for processing context-related input/output 
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structures was developed for the app. Second, a preliminary VOCA app GUI was 
designed based upon basic human-computer interaction principles. Lastly, specific 
NLP and sensor-specific algorithms were selected based on available sensors 
housed on a current tablet or laptop computer. 
5.4.1 lUI Model & GUI 
With the addition of sensor inputs such as an accelerometer, wi-fi, and audio input 
in just about every consumer computing device today, lUI principles are quickly 
becoming essential as more data streams bombard computer users looking for 
information in a streamlined manner.? lUI principles can be applied to real-world 
BCI systems as well, moving beyond reported bit rates for BCI output selection and 
towards BCI choices being one of many sensor inputs for user selection. The lUI 
system developed here relies upon computer inputs from: 
• Wi-fi- for GPS-like access to location-specific commands; 
• Clock- for recording internal time of day events; 
• Audio In- for doing speech-to-text translation; 
• Bluetooth- for receiving EEG/EOG BCI-specific selection commands; and 
• Video- for facial recognition from built-in cameras. 
The initial model had to be completely revised due to feedback from our 
paralyzed participants. The original goal was to display only four context-
7 See introduction of Apple's Siri as an example of a simple yet well-constructed lUI 
consumer input data integration device. 
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dependent phrases on the screen (Figure 5-5), letting the user return to a larger set 
of phrase options should their choice not be displayed as one of the predicted our 
selections. The primary issue with this approach is that every user that was asked 
did not like the idea of choosing from predefined phrases. No matter how paralyzed 
the individual, people like to feel like they're in full control of what they say. 
Figure 5-5. The original four-choice phrase prediction user interface. Users can 
select using the SSVEP BCI from one of four predicted phrases, or use alpha 
wave-based selection in the middle to either turn the system off "X" or select 
from a more grid of phrases using the back arrow. 
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Another problem was finding the appropriate phrases that matched certain 
context-specific scenarios. We asked caregivers of severely motor-impaired 
individuals to fill out an online form that inquired what their loved one or patient 
might want to say in certain situations such as "At Home in the Morning" or "At the 
Hospital in front of the Doctor". This task proved difficult for most caregivers since 
the range of phrases their loved one would want to choose from didn't match just 
one category. Thus, creating a phrase corpus specific to ALS or LIS users became a 
nearly impossible task that was eventually abandoned. 
The next approach taken was to predict one letter, word, phrase or sentence 
at a time in a progressive fashion, allowing the user to select at which point in the 
prediction chain to stop and begin a new BCI choice. Figure 5-6 shows the 
complete model comprising the user interface, NLP algorithms, and sensor 
acquisition and processing. The left side of the diagram shows the user interface 
with the current prediction shown at the top and the grid of choices below it. The 
four colors in the prediction output area are as follows: 
• WHITE for the user-selected letter; 
• RED for the Next Letter prediction; 
• BLUE for the Full Word prediction ofthe currently spelled word; and 
• GREEN for prediction ofthe Next Word. 
If the user approves of the next letter, the "NL Ok" can be picked, whereas "FW Ok" 
for full word and "NW Ok" for next word predictions can be made in order to speed 
up navigation through the grid. 
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Figure 5-6. Context-based communication app model. A basic concept of the 
GUI is represented on the left, with NLP units shown in the bottom right. Full 
word and next word predictions then feed into all available sensors before 
fusing and modifying prediction before sending output to the screen. 
To begin the process, a user selects a letter via the BCI. This letter is fed to 
the n-gram model for next letter prediction, the details of which are discussed in 
Section 5.4.2. After a next letter is chosen, all improbable letters are then grayed 
out, making it easier for users to skip over any letters that would not get picked. For 
example, after "H" and "E" are displayed, the letters "G", "Q", "Z", etc. would turn 
gray. If the cursor resets to "FW Ok" after each selection, and the user wanted to 
navigate to "A" next, the cursor would skip over the "G" after discrete movements 
towards the "A". One potential issue with this method is that improbable but 
correct next letter choices cannot be selected in this particular framework. Simple 
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considerations like this can reduce time-to-target, a necessary feature when each 
move can take several seconds. Once a BCI letter selection is made, this selection 
then triggers the available sensors to start processing any data in their buffers since 
the last selection. 
Next, the full word and next word n-gram predictions are made in parallel 
before sending their outputs to the sensor fusion stage. If the user's camera is 
turned on and sees a familiar face via the facial recognition algorithm, then the 
name of the identified person is paired with the next letter jword outputs to hone 
the estimates based on contextual information. The same pairing process holds true 
for the GPS, speech-to-text, and clock system inputs .. 
As an example of an everyday scenario, say an SSVEP-based ContextSpeak 
user is at home in the morning and his mother says "Good morning." In this 
situation, the user might want to respond with "Hello, Mom." To do so, first the 
SSVEP system is turned on (possibly with an alpha/eye blink combination), and 
then a BCI selection of "H" is made. This is where the NLP algorithms begin their 
predictions in order to find likely outputs. If facial recognition, GPS location, time of 
day, and speech-to-text are all on and receiving sensor data, an array consisting of 
(mom, home, morning, ' good morning' ] would be created. This array 
will help to make more robust NLP outputs for both the full word and next word 
predictions due to heavy weighting of context-specific options. For example, should 
"Hello" be chosen as the first word, a natural next choice could easily have been 
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"Dad" yet the introduction of context-specific cues makes this choice less probable 
because Mom is standing right there, not Dad. 
As for the GUI, Figure 5-7 shows a preliminary design that maximizes the 
space for display of the letter selections along with the currently spelled output. 
Unlike traditional AAC device applications, no drop-down menus or nested lists are 
used here; rather, the focus is on communicating effectively and masking the 
intelligent user interface processing underneath. Obviously use of SSVEP takes up a 
significant amount of space, yet this could change were LEDs used in future 
versions. To the right of the currently spelled output is an icon that lets the user 
speak the finished phrase or sentence via a specified binary selection mechanism 
such as eye blinks or alpha detection. 
For purposes of this dissertation, the NLP algorithms and sensor input 
processing details (discussed further in Sections 5.4.2) were both implemented 
separately in Python, but were not fused together. These algorithms were also not 
fully integrated into GridSpeak using the GUI shown in Figure 5-6 via the Unlock 
Project API. Fusing these elements together into a working GridSpeak app that can 
be refined with user feedback represents a future direction work in progress. 
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Figure 5-7. The ContextSpeak communication app GUI for an SSVEP-based BCI. 
The current cursor position is shown with a black key and white text. 
5.4.2 lUI Algorithm Description 
Natura/language processing 
Natural language understanding by a computer has been a fruitful research area 
encompassing the fields of computer science and linguistics, among others for over 
60 years (Bates 1995). We take for granted the numerous NLP algorithms running 
in our word processors, text messages, and Internet searches. Most NLP systems 
today attempt to tackle one or more of the following issues: lexicon selection 
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andjor reduction (Qiu et al. 2011), syntax, (Solan et al. 2005), semantics (Royer et 
al. 2010; Farahat and Kamel 2011; Zheng, Kang, and Kim 2009), and 
discourse/pragmatics (Neuper et al. 2009; Cristea, Postolache, and Pistol 2005). 
Each of these issues has rendered highly interesting results, and pieces of each 
problem have been addressed using the somewhat simple, yet very robust n-gram 
model. 
N-gram models, a commonly used class of NLP models, are used for 
everything from "tab complete" sentence prediction (Birbaumer 2006; Bickel, 
Haider, and Scheffer 2005) to determining whether or not a sentence is worthy of 
"that's what she said" status (Kiddon and Brun 2011). In order to complete such 
NLP tasks, we need to estimate the probability of a string of words that are 
presented as input to a noisy channel (Brown et al. 1992). Particularly, in an n-
gram model two probability histories are treated equally if they end in the same n -
1 words. This assumes that for k '2. n, Pr( wk I w;-') is equal to Pr( wk I wz=.~+') where 
w is a string of word (or letters) within a corpus. The parameters for an n-gram 
model are determined during a training run in a predetermined text corpus, 
commonly using a statistical technique known as sequential maximum likelihood 
estimation. In general an n-gram of size 1 is known as a unigram, size 2 n-gram a 
bigram, size 3 n-gram a trigram and so on. 
For the model shown in Figure 5-6, an n-gram of size 4 was sufficient to 
predict realistic sentences. Python's Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is a powerful 
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package that includes an n-gram model class with a number of feature options 
(Brumberg et al. 2010; Loper 2004; Bird, Klein, and Loper 2009). Two separate n-
gram models were trained on the commonly used Brown corpus8 - one for letter 
prediction in the Next Letter module and one for word prediction used in the Full 
Word and Next Word modules. Preprocessing techniques such as part-of-speech 
tagging were performed in order to associate a part of speech with every word in 
the corpus. For example, the word "cool" can be tagged as a noun, verb or adjective. 
The part-of-speech tagger looks at the use of each word in the context of the words 
before and after it. Different string smoothing parameters were also tested 
according to recommendations by Chen and Goodman (Chen and Goodman 1996). 
One important problem in NLP is the choice of corpus. Depending on the 
target application and the training text corpus, results of an n-gram model 
algorithm will vary dramatically. For example, let's say you want to create a 
website that helps physics students find the right forum answer to their problem. 
Training an NLP model with text from 50 sports blogs will assuredly find worse 
matches than a model trained on physics textbook inputs. Rather than use a generic 
set of text input sentences such as the Brown Corpus, an attempt was made to find 
corpora more specific to words, phrases, and sentences employed more frequently 
by AAC users (lida and Campbell 2001; Vertanen and Kristensson 2011; Patel 
2007). The corpus created by Vertanen and Kristensson used Amazon's Mechanical 
B http:/ jicame.uib.nojbrownjbcm.html 
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Turk service 9 to enlist hundreds of random individuals to create a fictional 
collection of AAC phrases. Their corpus was available online and was used as a 
comparison case against the Brown corpus; unfortunately, the AAC corpus model 
proliferated far more nonsensical sentence structures than those in the Brown 
training model. Having looked at the raw AAC corpus data, it was clear that many of 
the "mechanical turks" did not take the task seriously and simply wrote gibberish 
sentences in order to get paid. Another issue is that, unless actual AAC users or 
caregivers create the corpus, it is doubtful that such a corpus could be considered 
accurate. 
Sensor processing 
Figure 5-6 only illustrates sensor data as an abstract input module, yet for 
prototyping purposes, algorithms for facial recognition, speech-to-text translation, 
geolocation, and time of day were implemented. For facial recognition, the Python 
interface for OpenCV, a highly popular code library focused primarily on real-time 
computer vision, was used. Specifically, the Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier 
for Object Detection OpenCV function10 was used to train on a database of human 
frontal view faces. Using a built-in laptop camera, the algorithm was easily able to 
detect and track multiple faces within its field of view. Once a face is detected, it 
9 https:/ fwww.mturk.com/mturk 
10 
http:// opencv.willowgarage.com/ documentation/python/ obj detect_cascade_classi 
fication.html 
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then captures an image of the face and compares it to a database of previously 
stored faces - or "favorites". If the cross correlation of the captured and a stored 
image is above a certain threshold value, it results in a match. Thus, if mom walks in 
the room, the facial recognition algorithm will detect and capture an image of her 
face then compare it to the stored favorites of [dad, mom, nurse] and output "mom". 
For speech-to-text translation, the speech package for Python was 
chosen11. Unfortunately, this particular package only runs on Windows machines 
due to its integration with the Microsoft Speech Kit; however, other cross-platform 
software such as Dragon12 could used in future versions. The implementation here 
turns on the speech listener when the program starts, then translates any human 
speech it picks up over the laptop audio input port. The translated speech is 
converted to a string that can be used as a feature vector input to the system. 
Geolocation on a laptop is a somewhat more difficult task since one would 
need an external GPS device in order to get proper latitude-longitude coordinates. 
If a wifi network is available on the laptop, a workaround is possible. First, the 
Google Maps APP3 allows developers to write JavaScript code within an HTML page 
to get geolocation coordinates. Unfortunately, the latitude and longitude JavaScript 
outputs do not translate easily to Python, so other methods were tested. Currently, 
the geolocation algorithm determines the laptop user's public IP address, and then 
11 http:/ jpypi.python.orgjpypijspeech/ 
12 http: f jwww.nuance.comjfor-developers I dragonjindex.htm 
13 https:/ jdevelopers.google.comjmaps/ 
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gets geolocation information from an open-source database of stored IP address 
locations at hostip.info. Once the latitude-longitude coordinates are found, they are 
compared to a "favorite locations" list set by the user. If the current geolocation is 
within a small enough range of one of the stored favorites, then the BCI system 
chooses that location from the list and prints the output. 
Lastly, time of day was used as another sensor input to the system. 
Currently, only the current day of the week and current hour are used as feature 
vector, yet other time information such as month, season or year could be used. 
Knowing time-based information is often relevant. Discussions of breakfast, for 
example, usually take place in the morning, and discussions about the weather are 
dependent on what season it currently is. 
5.5 Future Directions in Context-Dependent BCis 
Once we have a number of preprocessed sensor features, one of the more difficult 
tasks entails knowing how to merge this data with natural language processing 
outputs to better refine text prediction. As was mentioned in the previous section, 
fusing sensor and NLP data was not performed for this dissertation, yet executing 
this task is vital and far from trivial. 
The ContextSpeak prototype discussed above barely scratches the surface of 
what context-aware computing can offer to both BCI- and VOCA-based human-
computer interactions. Apple's Siri and Android's Robin smartphone applications 
are indicative of where next-generation technology is heading. As processing power 
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increases on smaller devices, the ability to find correlations among numerous 
sensors, app data, and user inputs will become commonplace. Context-aware 
integration will allow users to weed away the chaff of data overload, focusing 
instead on information they need more quickly and discovering possible new items 
of interest based on current location and past preferences. 
Context-dependent BCis should consider other content such as calendar 
schedule details, Yelp favorite restaurants, Netflix queue info, prior sentence 
selections based on available sensor configurations, etc. With regards to 
ContextSpeak, in particular, building a corpus specific to severely motor-impaired 
individuals is tantamount in importance to creating context-based outputs. As more 
ContextSpeak users add to the database of selected words, phrases and sentences, 
better predictions can be made across all users. 
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6 Conclusion 
This dissertation presented research that led to creation of a fully mobile SSVEP-
based BCI for severely motor-impaired individuals. Furthermore, a novel approach 
to moving beyond bit-rates in BCI accuracies by adding intelligent user interface 
principles was discussed as a future direction for development of fast, robust SCI-
driven VOCAs. Lastly, an experiment was performed, for both healthy and 
paralyzed participants, testing the portable BCI developed in this dissertation. The 
results of this experiment helped shape theoretical design of a communication app, 
ContextSpeak, for The Unlock Project and provided insight into modifications 
required for creation of a more robust in-home SSVEP-based BCI. 
In Chapter 2, an introduction to the field of BCI as a whole was provided. 
First, invasive recording methods, such as the Utah Array and ECoG, as well as 
common BCI-related invasive paradigms performed were discussed. Advantages 
and disadvantages of invasive BCis were compared to noninvasive approaches such 
as EEG, fNIRS or MEG, recording techniques that exchange signal to noise ratio (in 
the form of noisier neural signals) for ease of use. Next, noninvasive EEG activations 
used in BCI research -such as the P300 evoked response, motor imagery, and 
SSVEP - were discussed in detail in order to get a landscape for BCI paradigms 
currently being explored. EEG hardware that could be used for practical BCI 
applications was then discussed along with BCI software tested in this dissertation, 
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the culmination of which was the Neural Prosthesis lab's creation of The Unlock 
Project API for quick BCI app building. 
This broad BCI overview was narrowed to focus on SSVEP-based BCI 
research and methods in Chapter 3. In order to better understand what SSVEPs are 
and how they are generated, a brief history of psychophysical SSVEP studies was 
given along with an overview of the human visual system and how it processes 
visual evoked potentials flashing at repetitive intervals, i.e. in a steady state. In 
order to generate maximal SSVEP responses, SSVEP stimulus presentation 
parameters such as size, color, spatial frequency, flicker frequency, shape, and 
hardware optimization are discussed. Preliminary results testing all of these 
variations showed that choice of flicker frequency and stimulus checkerboard 
shape can influence power spectral density harmonics in unique ways. After 
stimulus creation was discussed, analysis methods including spatial localization, 
artifact detection and removal, feature extraction and selection, classification 
options, and false positive reduction were compared in the SSVEP BCI literature. 
This chapter concluded by comparing time- and frequency-based models, giving a 
thorough quantitative description of harmonic sum decision in particular. 
Chapter 4 sought to compile the information discussed in the prior two 
chapters by testing a fully portable SSVEP-based BCI using a four-choice system. 
The primary goal of The Unlock Project is to provide a fully functional BCI system to 
severely motor-impaired users, thus five paralyzed participants from Boston, MA 
and Duluth, GA willingly tested our BCI. The data collected from these five 
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participants were compared to fourteen healthy controls in order to gain an 
understanding of how well the system performed for each user group. Before 
running the four-choice SSVEP BCI task, users completed a frequency calibration 
run in order to find which four (of ten) frequencies were optimal for each 
individual. The results of this study also demonstrated that the control group was 
able to control the SSVEP BCI with far higher classification accuracy than the 
paralyzed group as a whole. Furthermore, classification accuracies varied 
drastically among the paralyzed users, with performance seeming to correlate 
directly with visual attention capacity. Individuals with increasingly impaired 
vision had a more difficult time controlling the BCI whereas those participants with 
more robust vision performed similarly to control group users. 
Finally, Chapter 5 switched gears completely by discussing practical 
motivations for development of a context-aware VOCA for severely motor-impaired 
users built upon the theoretical principles of intelligent user interface design. An 
overview of the HCI and lUI research fields was given as prerequisite information 
for creation of any future BCis targeting in-home application. For this reason a 
qualitative user summary was concocted based on paralyzed participant feedback 
from the study performed in Chapter 4. This information was then used to modify 
an initial context-aware communication app model in order to take into account 
user needs and concerns. Research on existing VOCA devices using traditional 
hardware, as well as more recent tablet apps, were reviewed to provide a feel for 
what VOCAs currently existed on the market. A GUI mockup for ContextSpeak was 
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then designed based on research conducted across the VOCA market. Lastly, details 
of constructing sensor data and natural language processing outputs was touched 
upon within the context of a model that uses information such as time of day, 
current location, facial recognition, and speech-to-text to make better text 
prediction outputs for SSVEP-based BCI users. 
Now that a fully mobile SSVEP-based BCI, practical BCI development 
framework, and intelligent user interface model has been created specifically for 
the purposes of helping severely speech- and motor-impaired individuals, there are 
a few primary factors that need to be addressed next. First, SSVEP accuracies need 
to be boosted for these individuals in a way that makes the app usable on a day-to-
day routine. Exploration of LED options that use the CCA algorithm, adding better 
confidence measures, creating a BCI hybrid model to take advantage of any 
remaining motor control such as eye blinks (or another BCI paradigm altogether), 
or simply selecting frequencies that a particular user responds best to are just a few 
improvements that can be made to the system. 
Second, in ContextSpeak, processed sensor information such as facial 
recognition, geolocation, and speech-to-text needs to be fused with natural 
language processing model outputs in order to refine potential speech predictions 
for the user. Getting to this point requires a more user-centric database of existing 
phrases pertinent to severely motor-impaired users. Building such a database of 
words, phrases, and sentences will take time and effort; this information can begin 
to be amassed by ContextSpeak users once they've been able to interact with the 
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app on a daily basis. Once a large enough set of word databases is correlated with 
sensor data, prior decisions can also be integrated into the system along with 
adaptive natural language processing algorithms that learn to output a word or 
phrase based on past observations. Doing so may reduce communication output 
time by orders of magnitude in order to move beyond BCI accuracies and bit-rates 
towards applied, practical use of a BCI using context from the world around us. 
The results from Chapter 4 proved that there is still a long way to go in 
developing a practical SSVEP-based BCI that could be used by severely motor-
impaired individuals, yet progress has been made in development of a portable 
system that could be used in homes in the near future. No matter what the end BCI 
product may be, it should be clear from the research discussed here that 
classification rates are only the beginning of practical BCI creation. Taking into 
account user interaction with a BCI device, feedback from these users, and adding 
context-aware computing to the mix will quicken app development for severely 
speech- and motor-impaired individuals hoping to communicate with the outside 
world once again. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONTEXT -SPECIFIC LIS SPEECH PHRASE CORPUS 
Locked-In Speech Phrase Survey 
Below are 36 speaking scenarios that have up to three different conditions: 1) 
the time of day, 2) the person being addressed, and 3) geographical location. 
For each scenario, list AT LEAST 3 speech phrases that someone without 
speech capabilities would wish to say in that particular situation. Be sure to hit 
the RETURN button for each new speech phrase. For example, the "Morning" 
scenario might have the following phrases: I am hungry. Good morning. How are 
you today? etc. Let's begin! Be sure to hit the SUBMIT button when you reach 
the bottom. 
* Required 
Enter your first and last name: *I I 
1. 
Morning. * 
2. Morning. 
Family. * 
3. Morning. 
Caretaker. * 
4. Morning. 
Home. * 
5. Morning. Doctor's 
Office. * 
6. Morning. Family. 
Home. * 
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7. Morning . Family. Doctor's 
Office. * 
8. Morning. Caretaker. 
Home. * 
9. Morning. Caretaker. Doctor's 
Office. * 
10. 
Afternoon. * 
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11. Afternoon. 
Family. * 
12. Afternoon . 
Caretaker. * 
13. Afternoon. 
Home. * 
14. Afternoon. Doctor's 
Office. * 
15. Afternoon. Family. 
Home. * 
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16. Afternoon . Family. Doctor's 
Office. * 
17. Afternoon. Caretaker. 
Home. * 
18. Afternoon. Caretaker. Doctor's 
Office. * 
19. 
Evening. * 
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20. Evening. 
Family. * 
21. Evening . 
Caretaker. * 
22. Evening. 
Home. * 
23. Evening. Doctor's 
Office. * 
24. Evening. Family. 
Home. * 
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25. Evening. Family. Doctor's 
Office. * 
26. Evening. Caretaker. 
Home. * 
27. Evening. Caretaker. Doctor's 
Office. * 
28. 
Night * 
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29. Night. 
Family * 
30. Night. 
Caretaker. * 
31. Night. 
Home. * 
32. Night. Doctor's 
Office. * 
33. Night. Family. 
Home. * 
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34. Night. Family. Doctor's 
Office. * 
35. Night. Caretaker. 
Home. * 
36. Night. Caretaker. Doctor's 
Office. * 
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